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In tlie United States Circuit Court of Appeals for tlie

Niiitli Circuit.

The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe
Railway Company, a corporation,

plaintiff in eiTor,

V.

The United States of America, de-

fendant in error.

y No. 1590.

BRIEF FOR DEFENDANT IN ERROR.

INTRODUCTORY.

Counsel for appellant begin their brief with what

they term a statement of the case. While there is no

ground for saying that it contains any misrepresen-

tations, yet it so commingles fact with construction

and argument that it would fail to convej" to the

court a fab impression of the whole case unless the

court carefully discriminates between them.

As numerous legal questions are raised in this

case requiring considerable space for adequate discus-

sion, we shall not complicate matters by setting up

another '' statement of the case," but will only

briefly refer to the facts in order to point out the

respects in which they were incorrectly recited; and

where we find in the com'se of the discussion that
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counsel for plaintiff in error (hereinafter designated

as the carrier) have overlooked or erroneously stated

a material fact, we will call it to the attention of the

court in its proper connection.

"In this case the plaintiff in error was fined $5,000-

on each of 66 counts (289) of an indictment charging it

with 66 violations of the act of February 19, 1903 (32

Stats., 847), commonly called the Elkins law, the

total of the fines amounting to $330,000 " (Brief, p. 1),

each such violation consisting in charging, demanding,

and receiving for the transportation of a designated

carload lot of lime from Nelson, Ariz., to Los Ange-

les, or some other point south of Barstow, Cal., an

amount of money (specifically set forth) which was less

than the rate fixed by the lawful tariff for such trans-

portation, and it was admitted at the trial that the

carrier received for such transportation the amoiuit so

set forth, and no more. (Tr., p. 199.)

Counsel correctly state (Brief, p. 2) the filing on

June 15, 1905, of the tariff fixing a rate of $3.50

per ton for transportation of lime in carload lots,

with a 40,000-pound minimum from Nelson to the

California points named, but err in stating that said

tariff shows "the smallest load that can be carried in

a given car and get the benefit of the carload

rate." On the contrary, it shows the minimum

amount, $70, for which any carload lot of lime weigh-

ing 40,000 pounds, or less, could be shipped.

The shipments involved in the indictment were

made between the date of the filing of the tariff and



July 14, 1906, and each of the cars contained less

than the so-called ''minimum" of 40,000 pounds, the

concession being accompHshed hj multiplying $3.50

by the number of tons actually in the car, and collect-

ing the amount thus ascertained—in other words

"protecting actual weight," which term means ''to

disregard the minimum (of $70) established by the

tariff, and calculate the freight upon the basis of the

actual amount (of lime) contained in the car." (Tr.,

p. 330.)

All collections of freight were made through the

carrier's freight department, and, up to December 12,

1905, whenever one of these transactions came under

the observation of the auditor's office, an explanation

was demanded as to why and by what authority the

lawful tariff had been disregarded, to which the

collecting officer responded that his authority was

W. G. Barnwell, the general freight agent; on

December 12, 1905, the letter (Exhibit 16, Tr., p. 331)

was written by F. P. Gregson, chief clerk of the

freight office, to the auditor's office, stating that the

local freight agent had been instructed to disregard

the tariff (protect actual weight) on lime shipments

from Nelson, for the reason that a different tariff rate

prevailed from other lime-producing points on another

line of railroad, and, after that date, no further de-

mands for reasons or authority were made by the

auditor (pp. 314 and 321).

Witness, Gregson, testifying as to the meaning of

the various initials and other marks upon the rail-



road papers received in evidence (Tr., p. 339) in mak-

ing an explanation authorized by the court, did testify-

that there was a reason other than that stated in said

letter for the concessions to the consignee of the dif-

ferences between the respective amounts collected

and the tariff rate, which was that complaints were

made that the cars contained at Nelson the mini-

mum of 40,000 pounds, and that the difference be-

tween that amount and the amount in the car at

destination had been lost in transit; but it was not

''shown to him that 40,000 pounds or more had been

loaded in said car" (Brief, p. 3) ; on the contrary, it

was shown that the witness made no inquiry what-

ever as to the method of loading or weighing at

Nelson (Tr., pp. 387, 390) ; that the shipping orders

(Tr., p. 343) and waybills covering these shipments

(Tr., pp. 315, 317), and answers of the carrier's agents

(Tr., pp. 366, 368) to inquiries of the auditor concern-

ing other similar shipments, showed that the weight

of the lime was only estimated, the statement of such

estimate being (Tr., p. 343 and 409-410) received

by the carrier "subject to correction;" and that the

only scales it passed over were those of the carrier.

And it was further shown that during the entire

period covered by the indictment, except for two

weeks in 1906, the method of estimating was to sim-

ply ''dump" the contents of 50 ore cars filled with

bulk lime, each of which was estimated to be of 16.24

cubic feet capacity and to hold from 800 to 900

pounds, but the variation in which might be as much



as 28 pounds to the cubic foot, or 454.72 pounds to

the car, dependent upon the size of the lumps of Urae.

(Tr, p. 417.)

Neither was it shown that "the carrier had no way

of controverting" the contention that 40,000 pounds

had been loaded in each car (Brief, p. 3); on the

contrary, it was established that the refutation

thereof appeared on the face of the papers relating to

each shipment, and its own employees knew that the

method of loading was not accurate, because, re-

sponsive to inquiry whether cars were "loaded to

full visible capacity," they answered: "No, sir;

40,000 as near as could estimate" (Tr., pp. 366-368),

and, further, these "estimates" were erroneous by

as much as from 30,000 to 54,000 pounds (Tr., p. 426;

waybills No. 37 and 2).

Counsel's statement that "the tariff rate of 350

cents a ton never was departed from" (Brief, p. 9)

is misleading, in that there never was any such tariff

rate ; the ton rate of 350 cents was only applicable to

the excess in a carload lot over 40,000 pounds; and,

in the face of the terms of Exhibit 136 (p. 354),

"protect actual weight on Schirm's cars from Nelson,"

they are equally in error in stating that Gregson's

subordinates "had no general instructions at any

time to deviate from the tariff."



ANSWERING CARRIER'S ARGUMENTS.
ALLEGED ERROR IN DENYING MOTION TO QUASH.

The first assignment of error upon which counsel

present argument is that ''the court should have

quashed the indictment upon the ground that it was

founded on evidence which the defendant was com-

pelled to produce, tending to incriminate it, and which

had been procured by an unreasonable search and

seizm^e."

We think this objection may be disposed of on

either of three grounds:

I. There was no violation or disregard of any con-

stitutional provision.

II. There is nothing in the record indicating upon

what evidence the indictment was based.

III. The disposal of the ynotion was within the dis-

cretion of the trial court.

I.

At the outset we call attention to the record, show-

ing that the assertion that defendant was ''ruth-

lessly searched" is untrue. The first subpoenas (p.

299) called for the records of the company showing

freight shipments received by each of nine different

concerns between January, 1902, and October, 1906;

the second and third subpoenas called for the com-

pany's records relating to 28 designated claims, in-

cluding the tissue copy books containing press copies

of vouchers made in payment of claims during the

years 1904, 1905, and 1906.



It can not be assumed that counsel are serious in

asserting that documents covering its business with 9

shippers would interfere with the ordinary conduct of

the affairs of a transcontinental railroad, nor that

being required to show one series of papers showing

refunds of freight paid (vouchers by means of which

payments of refunds of freight paid were made)

would be at all inconvenient.

We note that while various judicial expositions of

constitutional guaranties are freely quoted, only inci-

dental reference is made to the case of Hale v. Henkel,

(201 U. S., 43), which really bears upon the question,

and, according to our understanding, is decisive

against the carrier's contention.

A review of the record in this case and of the opinion

in the Hale v. Henkel case (pp. 66-75) shows the

utter inapplicability of the fifth amendment to this

case. In its reasoning after a review of authorities,

including the Boyd case, the court say:

It would be a strange anomaly to hold that

a State, having chartered a corporation to make
use of certain franchises, could not in the exer-

cise of its sovereignty inquire how these fran-

chises had been employed, and whether they

had been abused, and demand the production

of the corporate books and papers for that

purpose. The defense amounts to this: That

an officer of a corporation, which is charged

with a criminal violation of the statute, may
plead the criminality of such corporation as a

refusal to produce its books. To state this

proposition is to answer it. While an indi-
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\idual may lawfully refuse to ansT\er incrimi-

nating questions unless protected by an im-

munity statute, it does not follow that a cor-

poration, vested with special pri\ilege5 and

franchises, may refuse to show its hand when
charged with an abuse of such privileges.

And to meet a suggestion that the principle here

enunciated did not apply to a corporation not char-

tered by the Federal Government itself, the coiu't con-

cludes that branch of the case thus:

It is true that the corporation in this case was

chartered under the laws of New Jersey, and

that it receives its franchise from the legisla-

ture of that State: but such franchises, so far

as they involve questions of interstate com-

merce, must also be exercised in subordination

to the power of Congi'ess to regulate such com-

merce, and in respect to this the General Gov-

ernment may also assert a sovereign authority

to ascertain whether such franchises have been

exercised in a lawful manner, with a due regard

to its own laws. Being subject to this dual

sovereignty, the General Government possesses

the same right to see that its own laws are re-

spected as the State would have with respect

to the special franchises vested in it by the

laws of the State. The powers of the General

Government in this particular in the I'indication

of its own laws are the same as if the corporation

had been created by an act of Congress.

The case of Adains v. New York (192 U. S., oSo)

appears to have a special relevancy to the facts of

record in this case. It is re\newed b}' the court in the

Hale V. Henkel case just cited.
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The whole argument for appellant is answered by

the concluding language of the opinion in Hale v.

Henkel (p. 77), as follows:

Of course, in view of the power of Congress

over interstate commerce to which we have

adverted, we do not wish to be understood as

holding that an examination of the books of a

corporation, if duly authorized by act of Con-

gress, would constitute an unreasonable search

and seizure within the fourth amendment.

(See also Interstate Comvierce Com. v. Baird, 194

U. S., 25, and the statute of 1893 therein referred to;

also United States v. American Tob. Co., 146 Fed. R.,

557, applying and reviewing doctrine of Hale v.

Henkel.)

If more were needed, the statute approved June 30,

1906, amending said act of 1893 and providing that

immunity shall extend only to a natural person who,

in obedience to a subpoena, gives testimony under

oath or produces evidence, documentary or otherwise,

under oath, also has an important bearing upon this

point. It was passed and went into effect after the

acts charged herein were done, but prior to the pro-

ceedings referred to before the grand jur}', and is

therefore applicable,

II.

Counsel appear to have entirely misconceived the

extent and quality of the inquisitorial powers of

grand juries, as to which we invite attention to the

following authorities: Hale v. Henkel, supra; Thomp-

son and Merriam on Juries (sees. 612, 615, subd. 1),
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and opinion of Judge Addison quoted therein;

Wharton Crim. L. PL and Pr., 8th ed., sec. 388; State

V. Dayton, 3 Zabr. (N. J. L.), 49, 53 Am. Dec, 273-5.

The entire opinion in State v. Dayton (just cited)

is luminous and instructive. The following is an

excerpt

:

If the law recognized it as a right of the

defendant to avail himself of the objection

that the indictment was found by the grand

jury upon evidence not strictly legal or com-

petent, it would be consistent neither with law

nor justice to deprive any defendant of the

opportunity of making the objection. The

Constitution provides that no person shall be

held to answer for a criminal offense unless on

the presentment or indictment of a grand jury;

but it neither provides the mode of present-

ment nor the evidence upon which it shall rest.

Nor can it with propriety be said to be a right

of the defendant to be informed of the evidence

upon which the grand jury acted or to avail

himself of its legal incompetency.

Barring the mere assertion of counsel there is

nothing whatever to indicate that the indictment

was found upon any of the matters or things called

for by said subpoenas, nor is there any evidence that

the subpoenas were complied with, or anything to

show that the indictment was found upon illegal evi-

dence. On the contrary, it does appear that numer-

ous witnesses were examined, who for aught that

appears or could be known outside the jury room,

gave positive evidence of the facts involved.
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The fact that some of the evidence called for

was not primary in character is of no weight. The

grand jury and the Government may have been ad-

vised that the originals were destroyed, or had been

gotten out of the jurisdiction—or, it may have had

evidence before it that fraud had been practiced or

contemplated in reference to the originals which

would be exposed or prevented by examination of

the tissue copies; or, it may have been advised that

in those copy books there was certain memoranda

which would not be found upon the originals—all of

these considerations, and others which might be men-

tioned, might have rendered it extremely necessary

for the grand jury to have before it the very evidence

called for.

Furthermore, the "challenge" of defendant's coun-

sel to name the original papers called for would, if

accepted, have advised him and his client as to the

matters under investigation, and might have sub-

jected the documents desired to some misfortune.

III.

The motion to quash the indictment is addressed

to the discretion of the trial com-t, and the overruling

thereof is not ordinarily assignable as error.

Endleman v. United States, 86 Fed. R., 456 (C. C.

App., 9th circuit) ; United States v. Rosenberg, 7 Wall.,

583; United States v. Hamilton, 109 U. S., 63; UnUed

States V. Logan, 144 U. S., 263.
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SUFFICIENCY OF DEMURRER TO INDICTMENT.

The second point is that "the demurrer to the

indictment should have been sustained."

The lettered divisional arrangement of their argu-

ment by counsel for the carrier is peculiar, and we

find that we can best discuss the question of the

sufficiency of the indictment—the real question

which they seek to raise—by adopting and pursuing

our own plan and order.

I. Our first proposition is that the indictment

conforms to the meaning as well as the letter of the

law under which it was found.

II. Our second proposition is that the indictment

charges with sufficient certainty all the elements of

the offense of granting a concession.

III. Our third proposition is that willfulness is not

an element of the offense and need not be averred in

the indictment, and, if averred, constitutes surplusage.

We think the establishment of either of these

three propositions, with the essential deductions from

them, disposes of the whole argument for the carrier

under this head.

I.

That the indictment conforms to the meaning as

well as the letter of the law under which it was found.

The first count of the indictment is annexed to the

carrier's brief, ]:>ut for greater convenience we here

insert the part covered by the discussion of counsel.

The proper designation of the corporations, their

business, the description of the Lime and Cement
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Company, as well as all the facts pertaining to the

filing of the tariff, are set forth, even beyond the

criticism of counsel. The indictment then proceeds:

That at all of the times between said 15th

day of June, in the year 1905, and the 16th

day of July, in the year 1906, the lowest total

lawful rate and charge established in said

tariff by said corporation common carrier,

The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway

Company, and in force on its said continuous

line and route, for the transportation of bulk

lime in carload lots from said town of Nelson,

in said Territory of Arizona, to the said town
of Barstow, California, and to all stations on

said line and route south of said town of Bar-

stow, in the State of California, was, as shown
by said tariff, so established, filed and pub-

lished by said corporation common carrier as

aforesaid, seventy (70.00) dollars for each

carload lot of bulk lime shipped and trans-

ported over said continuous line and route

from said town of Nelson, in the Territory of

Ai'izona, to the said town of Barstow, Cali-

fornia, or to any station on said line and route

south of said town of Barstow in the said

southern district of California, as aforesaid:

And the grand jurors aforesaid, on their

oath aforesaid, do further present:

That heretofore, and on the 17th day of

June, in the year 1905, said Grand Canyon
Lime & Cement Company, a corporation as

aforesaid, delivered to the said The Atchison,

Topeka & Santa Fe Railway Company, railroad
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corporation and common carrier as aforesaid,

at the said town of Nelson, in said Territory

of Arizona, for shipment and transportation by
the said common carrier and its raiboad over

the said Une and route, to J. S. Schirm, at the

city of Los Angeles (said city of Los Angeles

being a station on the line and route of said

common carrier south of said town of Barstow,

California), within the southern division of the

southern district of California, a certain car load

lot of bulk lime, which said lime was then and

there contained in car of the said The Atch-

ison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway Company,

numbered 17,256, which said car load lot of

bulk lime was transported, in said car num-
bered 17,256, by said railway company, by way
of and over said continuous line and route,

from said town of Nelson, Territory of Arizona,

through and by way of said southern division

of the southern district of California, to the

said city of Los Angeles;

That the lawful amount of freight due and

payable to said The Atchison, Topeka & Santa

Fe Railway Company, common carrier as

aforesaid, under, pursuant to, and in accord-

ance with said tariff so established, filed, and

published by said railroad corporation, as

aforesaid, was the sum of seventj^ (70.00) dol-

lars; that said The Atchison, Topeka & Santa

Fe Railway Company, corporation common
carrier, as aforesaid (notwithstanding the

existence of said lawful rate of seventy (70.00)

dollars for the transportation of said carload lot

of bulk lime, as aforesaid), did charge, demand,

and receive from said J. S. Schirm, for the

transportation and shipment of said car load
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lot of bulk lime, from said town of Nelson, in

the Territory of Arizona, to the said city of

Los Angeles in the said State of California,

the sum of sixty-four and seventy-five one-

hundredths (64.75) dollars and no more, which

said sum of sixty-four and seventy-five one-

hundredths (64.75) dollars was at the city of

Los Angeles, within the southern division of

the southern district of California, paid by
said J. S. Schirm to said The Atchison, Topeka

& Santa Fe Railway Company on the 22nd

day of June, in the year 1905, for such trans-

portation;

We have here ended at the part beginning " And so

the grand jurors aforesaid," etc., and have omitted

the contra formani statuti.

On page 66 counsel say: "It states that the

plaintiff in error received onlj^ $64.75 (or some other

amount) from J. S. Schirm. It nowhere says that

the full amount was not paid by some person other

than Mr. Schirm."

From this and other parts of the brief it appears

that counsel for the carrier adopt, and attempt to

impose upon the Government, theories of criminal

pleading which are wholly impracticable. They

would have the indictment rebut every presumption

of innocence and exclude every possibihty of mistake

on the part of the accused. In this connection we

quote from the opinion in Evans v. United States ( 153

U.S., 584), as follows:

* * * While the rules of criminal

pleading require that the accused shall be fully

apprised of the charge made against him, it
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should, after all, be borne in mind that the

object of criminal proceedings is to convict

the guilty as well as to shield the innocent,

and no impracticable standards of particularity

should be set up, whereby the Government
may be entrapped into making allegations

which it would be impossible to prove. The
note might have been delivered to the defend-

ant for a score of honest purposes, which it

would be utterly impossible to anticipate.

Neither in criminal nor in civil pleading is it

required to anticipate or negative a defense.

To same effect, [/. S. v. Dim7nick (112 Fed. R.,

352), citing authorities; U. S. v. Henry (Fed. Cas.

15, 350, p. 274).

We accept without hesitancy or qualification the

general proposition of law with w^hich the carrier's

counsel begin their argument under this head. It is

that " An indictment must in the first place charge

an offense. In the second place, it must charge it

with sufficient particularity of circumstance to iden-

tify it and inform the defendant."

And we insist, notwithstanding their contention,

that "this indictment states no offense whatever

against the laws of the United States," that it meets

both the foregoing requirements of a good indictment.

Many authorities are cited in the can'ier's brief

which have no bearing on the Elkins law but would

be applicable to, and many of them w^ere in, cases

arising under prior statutes. To see the inapplica-

bility of all such cases, it is only necessary to bear in

mind that, prior to the enactment of the Elkins law,
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not every rebate was unlawfui. To make it so there

must have resulted discrimination. Then, the ques-

tion of the legal rate depended upon ''like and con-

temporaneous services," and ''substantially similar

circumstances and conditions." (See Judson on In-

terstate Commerce, sec. 310, p. 346; United States v.

Milwaukee Ref. Transit Co., 142 Fed. R., 249.)

In United States v. Milwaukee, etc., Co., supra,

Judge Sanborn said

:

It will be observed that this (Elkins) act

makes corporation carriers themselves liable,

eliminates the question of like circumstances

and conditions by making the published rate

conclusive, and abolishes punishment by im-

prisonment.

The severity and absoluteness of the Elkins Act is

thus shown by Judge Baker in Chicago and Alton Rail-

road Company v. United States (C. C. A., 156 Fed.

Rep., 558, 562), affirmed by Supreme Court (212 U. S.,

p.-):

Under the Elkins Act the standard of com-

parison is the published rate. It is only neces-

sary to prove that the favored shipper has had

his property transported at a less rate than

that published and filed. Both acts were

aimed to kill favoritism, and the favoritism in

the Wight case was of the same kind and effect

as is in this. The big manufacturer or dealer

has all the advantage over his small competi-

tor that he is legally or morally entitled to in

his savings of labor cost and in buying his ma-
terials at greater discounts. The application

67177—09 2
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of the maxims of merchandising to raiboading

was always counter to the common-law pact

between the railroads and the people. But it

was not until the Government as parens patrice

was authorized to represent the scattered and

unorganized sufferers from favoritism that any

hope appeared of taking the raiboad business

out of the realm of private barter.

Counsel for plaintiff in error have (p. 100) given

what they state is a quotation from the opinion in

Chicago and Alton Railroad v. United States, supra.

It is true that the coiu-t used the words, but their

quotation capitalizes the first letter of a word which

is not the first word in the sentence with which the

quotation opens in the opinion whence it was taken.

They have also taken isolated sentences, separated

by other language, out of their connection, and with

them constructed the quotation found in the brief,

without indicating the mutilation in any way. We
think that the opinion and decision in that case

strongly support oiu" contention, and have quoted

from it. But even as industriously constructed we

see nothing to which to object, even in the unfair

quotation.

Immediately following the first clause of section 1

of the Elkins Act occurs (after a semicolon) the fol-

lowing :

and it shall be unlawful for any person,

persons, or corporation to offer, grant, or

give or to solicit, accept, or receive any re-

bate, concession, or discrimination in respect
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of the transportation of any property in in-

terstate or foreign commerce by any common
carrier subject to said act to regulate commerce

and the acts amendatory thereto whereby any

such property shall by any device whatever

be transported at a less rate than that named
in the tariffs published and filed by such car-

rier, as is required by said act to regulate com-

merce and the acts amendatory thereto, or

whereby any other advantage is given or dis-

crimination is practiced. Every person or cor-

poration who shall offer, grant, or give or

solicit, accept, or receive any such rebates,

concession, or discrimination shall be deemed
guilty of a misdemeanor, and on conviction

thereof shall be punished by a fine of not less

than one thousand dollars nor more than

twenty thousand dollars.

Congress was attempting to secure uniform freight

rates, and all prohibitions and penalties were im-

posed to accomplish that result. Punishments are

inflicted for the purpose of suppressing the evils that

had existed prior to this enactment, the latter being

the purpose and the punishments merely the means

to an end. The subject-matter of the legislation, as

in all statutes on the subject, was not j)er se punish-

ment of corporations or individuals, but penalties

were prescribed as the most effective, if not the only,

vindicatory and remedial features of the statute. It

appears in every section and line of the law that the

thing sought by Congress was a fixed rate, absolutely,

unvaryingly uniform, to be adhered to until publicly
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changed in the manner provided by the interstate

commerce law. Departure from that rate, by any

means whatsoever, was prohibited. It was imma-

terial whether the means resorted to by the parties

was indirect, circuitous, and covert, or direct and

open.

The spirit in which the law is to be enforced is

exhibited in Armour v. United States (209 U. S., 56).

Had the carrier's counsel not overlooked that case,

or had they given it the attention its importance

deserves, they would have seen the futility of most of

their discussions and citations under this head. There

the same question, in substance, was presented as

here. In short, the court held that, to constitute an

offense under the Elkins law, it is not necessary that

the party should intend to violate the law. He
might honestty believe that the law gave him a right

to do the act in question and be mistaken in the sup-

position that the law was being violated, and yet all

that would be immaterial if what he actually did

amounted to what is legally prohibited by the law as

construed by the courts.

Necessarily, if a person (whether shipper or car-

rier) transports goods at a certain rate, in good faith

claiming the lawful right so to do, there can not be

on one side ''an intentional giving up of something

which the giver beheves he had a right to retain and

which the receiver has no legal right to demand;"

on the contrar}^ under such circumstances, the car-

rier would be conceding and the shipper receiving

something to which both parties beUeved themselves
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to be legally entitled, yet the Supreme Court has thus

characterized such a situation

:

It is contended that there is nothing * * *

to show any intentional violation of the law;

and that * * * the petitioner (shipper)

believed itself to be insisting upon its legal

rights in insisting upon the performance of

its contract (for carriage at less than the es-

tablished rate) ^ =i^ * {^i tfiig case the

statutes provide it shall be penal to receive

transportation of goods at less than the published

rate * * * the stipulated facts show that

the shipper had knowledge of the rates published

and shipped the goods under a contention of

his legal right so to do. This tvas all the

knowledge or guilty intent that the act required.

(1 Bishop Criminal Law, sec. 343.) A mis-

take of law as to the right to ship under a

contract after the change of rate is unavaihng

upon well-settled principles. (Reynolds v.

United States, 98 U. S., 145. Armour v.

United States, 209 U. S., 56, 86.)

The carrier files and publishes the rate; it

may well be concluded, by his own action.

But neither shipper nor carrier may vary from

the duly filed and published rate without in-

curring the penalty of the law. {Annour v.

United States, 209 U. S., 56, 81.)

Judge Grosscup, in the Standard Oil case ( 164 Fed.,

382), for the purpose of illustrating b}' comparison

the difference between the carrier and shipper in the

matter of the knowledge of the established rate, said

:

In this respect the carrier and shipper stand,

on different ground. The carrier is required
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* * * to establish a public rate and is

forbidden to charge or collect from the shipper

a rate greater or less than such established

and published rate; and as to the carrier, the

doctrine laid down hy Judge Cooley in Bowker v.

People (37 Mich., 4), that ignorance of the fact

is no defense, is perhaps applicable; for the

carrier, having established and filed the rate, can

very justly be denied the right to plead that it

has overlooked or forgotten the rate that it has

thus knowingly established and filed.

And, in the Wood case (145 Fed., 410) the court

said:

The carrier knoios whether it has either filed

or published oj * * * rate * * * d^id

if it departs therefrom it does so willfully and

with knowledge.

It was contended in the Armour case, as it is here,

that the indictment was insufficient; that it omitted

to state how, in what manner, or by what means

the concession was obtained, or of what it consisted;

that the facts did not warrant a finding of any crimi-

nal intent; that there was nothing in the record to

warrant any imputation of bad faith, etc.

In that case there was not merely an absence of

showing of an unlawful or even of a sinister intent,

but the defendants made out a case of good faith in

doing the acts held to constitute a concession.

They had a contract with the carrier, lawful at the

time it was made, for a special rate. Both carrier

arid shipper, believing the contract binding, lived

up to it according to its terms after an increased
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rate had been filed with the Interstate Commerce

Commission and pubHshed, in which a higher rate

was fixed for the traffic.

After differentiating the provisions of the prior act

from those of the Elkins Act of 1903, under which

the indictment in the Armour case, fikewise in this

case, was found, the court said:

In this act we find punishment by imprison-

ment abohshed, and the shipper and carrier

are placed upon the like footing, and it is

made unlawful for any person or corporation

to offer, grant, solicit, give, or to accept or

receive any rebate, concession, or discrimina-

tion in respect to transportation of property

in interstate or foreign commerce, whereby
any such property shall, by any device what-

ever, be transported for a less rate than that

published and filed by such carriers, or whereby
any other advantage is given or discrimination

practiced. And we find the word device dis-

associated from any such words as fraudulent

conduct, scheme, or contrivance, but the act

seeks to reach all means and methods by which

the unlawful preference of rebate, concession,

or discrimination is offered, granted, given, or

received. Had it been the intention of Con-

gress to limit the obtaining of such preferences

to fraudulent schemes or devices, or to those

operating only by dishonest, underhanded

methods, it would have been easy to have so

provided in words that would be unmistakable

in their meaning. A device need not be nec-

essarily fraudulent; the term includes any-

thing which is a plan or contrivance. Web-
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ster defines it to be " that which is devised or

formed by design; a contrivance; an inven-

tion; a project/' etc.

This act is not only to be read in the light of

the previous legislation, but the purpose which

Congress evidently had in mind in the passage

of the law is also to be considered.

In A^ Y., N. H. and Hartford R. R. Co. v. Inter-

state Cominerce Commission (200 U. S., 361) there

was also involved a subsisting contract; but there

was also a compromise of differences or compromise

as in this case. The court quoted from it exten-

sively in the Armour case.

If the carrier had been indicted upon the facts

shown in that case the indictment must have been

held sufficient and the evidence sufficient to have

sustained a conviction according to the views ex-

pressed by the Supreme Court in the Armour case.

In the Armour case the court remarked that no

objection was made to the indictment until after

verdict by motion in arrest of judgment, but imme-

diately added (p. 84, 85)

:

Had it been made by denmrrer or motion

and overruled it w^ould not avail the defend-

ant, in error proceedings, unless it appeared

that the substantial rights of the accused

were prejudiced by the refusal to require a

more specific statement of the particular mode
in which the offense charged was committed.

(See Rev. Stat. U. S., sec. 1025; Connors v.

United States, 158 U. S., 408, 411.) There

can be no doubt that the accused was fully
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advised of and understood the precise facts

which were alleged to be a violation of the

statute.

The sufficiency of the indictment in the Armour

case was also passed upon by the Circuit Court of

Appeals (153 Fed. R., 1), the court (p. 17) saying:

The indictment in this case pleads the names
of the carriers that transported the property,

the date and place of the delivery of the goods

to the initial carrier, and of the receipt of

the concession by the shipper, a description of

the specific articles shipped, the filed and pub-

lished rate, the less rate at which the goods

were transported, and the amount of the con-

cession, the place of shipment, and the point

of destination of the property, and the route

over which it was transported. Here were

averments of facts sufficient to clearly advise

the defendants of the offense with which it

was charged, to give it ample opportunity to

prepare its defense, to enable it to avail itself

of a conviction or an acquittal in the case of

another prosecution for the same crime, and to

qualify the court to determine whether the

facts stated constituted an offense. The par-

ticular device b}^ which the concession and

transportation were obtained was not an essen-

tial ingredient of the offense charged, because

the latter might well exist, whatever the device,

and whether or not there was one, and hence

the indictment portrayed every material ele-

ment of the crime without an averment of this

device. {United States v. Tozer, 37 Fed., 635,

637.)
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The language here used would have been entirely

appropriate without changing even a syllable if the

court had had this case before it for decision.

It is a generally accepted rule that where the state-

ment of the act necessarily includes a knowledge of

the illegality of the act, no averment of knowledge is

required. {United States v. Dehs, 65 Fed. R., 210;

United States v. Holmes, 40 Fed. R., 750; United

States V. Jolly, 37 Fed. R., 108; Stein v. State, 37

Ala., 123; Com. v. Stout, 7 B. Mon. (Ky.), 247; Com.

v. Raymond, 97 Mass., 567; State v. Brown, 2 Speers

L. (S. C), 129; State v. Carpenter, 20 Vt., 9.)

And it is the general rule that it is not necessary to

allege knowledge where the case is one in which the

defendant is bound to know the facts and obey the

law at his peril. The rule applies where acts which

are not mala in se are made mala prohibita from

motives of public policy, and not because of their

moral turpitude or the criminal intent w^ith which

they are committed. (Joyce on Indictments, sec.

336; Com. v. Raymond, 97 Mass., 567; Com. v. Boyn-

ton, 2 Allen (Mass.), 160; Com. v. Forren, 9 Allen

(Mass.), 489; Com. v. Waite, 11 .\llen (Mass.), 264;

see also Coin. v. Sellers, 130 Pa. St., 32.)

A scienter is never necessary to be alleged,

except when the crime is not complete with-

out some extrinsic circumstance within the

prisoner's knowledge, as in cases of aiding a

prisoner to escape, uttering a forged note or

bill, and cases of that description, where,

without the scienter, the act is free from

guilt. (State v. Broivn, 2 Speers L. (S. C.) , 120.)
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The only place in the Armour indictment where

knowledge was alleged was wath respect to the rate.

It was alleged that the shipper knew the established

rate. But that would have been entirely superfluous

here, because the law conclusively presumes such

knowledge on the part of the carrier. This was

expressly held in Texas, etc., Ry. Co. v. Cisco Mill

(204 U. S., 449, 451-3), the court saying:

It is asserted the conclusion that the sched-

ule of rates became legally operative was not

justified by the finding that such schedule had

been filed with the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission and copies thereof furnished to the

freight officers of the railroad company at

Cisco and other points. The contention is

without merit. The filing of the schedule

with the Commission and the furnishing by the

railroad company of copies to its freight officers

incontrovertihly evidenced that the tarifT of

rates contained in the schedule had been estab-

lished and put in force as mentioned in the

first sentence of the section, and the railroad

companies could not have been heard to assert to

the contrary.

The certainty required in an indictment, aside

from that required for his information on the trial,

is that which will enable the defendant to plead the

verdict in bar of any future action. ( United States

V. Crosby, 25 Fed. Cas. No. 14,893; 4 Cranch, C. C,

517; Armour Pkg. Co. v. United States, 153 Fed. R. 1,

16, S. C. 209, U. S., 56, and citations.) We submit

that the carrier w^ould have no trouble hereafter in
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identifjdng by the language of the indictment the

offenses of which it was convicted.

It is a general rule that an indictment is sufficient in

which the offense is charged in words equivalent to

those used in the statute creating and defining it.

(Joyce on Indictments, sec. 381, citing many authori-

ties.)

It is not essential to the validity of an indictment

that it should specify the particular Act upon which it

is founded. (Joyce on Indictments, sec. 383; Re

Mansfield, 106 Cal., 400; Crahh v. State, 88 Ga., 590;

State V. Allen, 32 Iowa, 248; Powers v. Com., 90 Ky.,

167; Rawlings v. State, 2 Md., 291 ; Mayer v. State, 64

N. J.L.,323; State v. Wallace,M ^. C, S27 ; Butler y.

^to^e, 3McC. L. (S. C.),363.)

It is sufficient if it adequately describes the offense

set forth in the statute. (Joyce on Indictments, sec.

383; Re Mansfield, 106 Cal., 400; State v. Flannagan,

25 R. I., 369.)

In charging an offense wherein guilty knowledge is

not a material ingredient, the averment of such knowl-

edge need not be made. (
McCtdcheon v. People, 69

111., 603; Ward v. State, 48 Ind., 289; UlHchv. Com.,

6 Bush (Ky.), 400; State v. Hartfiel, 24 Wis., 60; Com.

V. Emmons, 98 Mass., 6; Barnes v. State, 19 Com., 308;

People V. Webster, 17 Misc. Rep. (N. Y.), 410.) And if

such an averment is made when it is unnecessary, it

may be rejected as surplusage. ( Com. v. Farren, 9

Allen (Mass.), 480.)

Even if the statute were construed as the carrier's

counsel construe it, and ignorance of the legal effect
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of its acts could excuse it, that is matter of defense

which need not be anticipated and negatived in the

indictment. It is sufficient if the indictment makes

a 'prima facie case. (Bish, Crim. Proc, 326, 513;

Bass V. The State, 29 Ark., 142; State v. Fuller,

33 N. H., 259; United States v. Jenther, 13 Blatch.,

335.) The well-known test applied by a learned

judge (Judge Tenney in State v. Godfrey, 24 Me., 232)

was that

—

If all the facts alleged in an indictment

may be true, and yet constitute no offense, the

indictment is insufficient.

This indictment fully satisfies that test as this

statute is construed. But Bishop (Crim. Proc, vol.

1, sec. 326) remarks of the foregoing observation that

it is correct only if the meaning is that the indictment

is insufficient when all the facts charged in it, assum-

ing them to be true, do not complete the sum of a

crime.

The contention (Brief, p. 66) that the indictment,

which charges that the carrier, " notwithstanding the

existence of such lawful rate of $70 (per) * * *

carload * * * did charge, demand, and receive

from (the consignee) for the transportation * * *

of such carload * * * the sum of $64.75 and no

more" is defective, in that it does not negative the

possibility that the difference between the lawful

rate and the amount collected might have been paid

by some one, not only is untrue, as hereinbefore shown,

but even if true, would still be ineffective. The only

parties to the transaction were the carrier, the con-
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signor, and consignee, the latter being the person to

whom the carrier looked for its compensation. Unless

a state of facts arose by which some other persons

would be substituted for the designated consignee,

the latter was the only person liable for the freight.

Obviously, payment by a mere volunteer would be

defensive matter which need not be negatived in the

indictment.

But we ma}^ well ask why an indictment in such a

case should contain a negative averment which it

would be impossible to prove? It might, if paid at

all, have been paid by any person on the earth with-

out any record being made of the payment, or any

one accessible remembering the fact.

A more substantial answer to this objection, how-

ever, has been offered by the carrier's counsel. In

their statement of facts made in open court it is ad-

mitted^

—

That the sum of money mentioned in each

count respectively, and no other or further sum

of money, was paid to and received by the de-

fendant for the carriage of said lime. (Tran-

script, p. 199.)

At most this is a mere technicality without merit.

Certain is it that the proposition now urged,

in view of the admission made below, is of a

purely technical character. {Great Northern

Railway v. United States, 208 U. S., 452, 471.)

The stipulated facts show that the shippers

had knowledge of the rates published and

shipped the goods under a contention of their
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legal right so to do. This was all the knowl-

edge or guilty intent that the act required.

(1 Bish. Cr. Law (5th ed.), sec, 343.) Armour

Pkg. Co. V. United States, 209 U. S., 56, 86.

Matters of defense need not be anticipated

by the State so as to require an averment in

the indictment of facts which will render them

unavailable. So it is said . . . that it is

not necessary that an indictment should nega-

tive every conceivable fact that may change the

character of an offense. (Joyce on Indict-

ment, sec. 279.)

The indictment need not by way of nega-

tive introduce matter of defense. (I Bishop,

Criminal Procedure, sec. 638.)

In general all matters of defense must come
from the defendant and need not be anticipated

by the prosecutor. (Chitty, Criminal Law,

231.)

Neither in civil nor in criminal pleading is it

required to anticipate or negative a defense.

{Evans v. United States, 153 U. S., 584, 590.)

Now, we ask if all the elements of the offense of

which the carrier was convicted could have been more

accurately and fully alleged than in this indictment*?

The governing rule is thus stated by Bishop (Crim.

Proc, sec. 329), on authority of Buller, J. (citing

cases)

:

It is one of the first principles of pleading

that you have only occasion to state facts,

which must be done for the purpose of inform-

ing the court, whose duty it is to declare the

law arising upon those facts and to apprise
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the opposite party of what is meant to be

proved, in order to give him an opportunity

to answer or traverse it. (Vol. 1, p. 206.)

And section 331 of the same volume reads as

follows

:

The indictment must embrace a statement

of all the facts in the case whereof the judges

do not take cognizance, and it need contain

nothing more. But these must be, in a cer-

tain sense, the primary facts. For example,

if it charges simply that the defendant com-

mitted larceny, it discloses only a secondary

fact, produced by a combination of primary

facts and law; if, in other words, it is a con-

clusion of the law upon the facts. And this is

not a fit statement upon which to put the ac-

cused person on his trial. The pleader should

set out the primary facts, disconnected from

the law, and then the court, applying the law

to them, will deduce the legal result.

Again (section 332)

:

Facts have both an outward form and a

legal import; in some the difference being pal-

pable, in others not. And it is a general rule,

subject perhaps to exceptions, that the pleader

may set out the facts according to their legal

import or their outward form, at his election,

the indictment being equally good either way.

Take his illustration. Of what avail would it have

been to have alleged in the charging part of this in-

dictment that the facts as they stand amounted to

the granting of a concession"? It would have consti-

tuted the statement of a secondary fact, whereas the
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law requires the allegation of primary facts. It is

immaterial, as the author states, whether these pri-

mary facts are here set out according to their legal

effect or their outward form.

Of so little importance is the name of the crime in

an indictment that it may be omitted entirely; nor

will the giving it a \^Tong name render the indictment

defective. (Bishop Crim. Proc, sec. 416 and cita-

tions; Bishop Crim. Law, vol. 1, sees. 599, 776.)

A failure to name the offense in the indictment will

not render it vulnerable to a demurrer or other ob-

jections. (Joyce on Indictments, sec. 288; State v.

Baldy, 17 Minn., 39; State v. Hinckley, 4 Minn., 345;

State V. Coon, 18 Minn., 518; United States v. Leh-

man, 39 Fed. Rep., 768; State v. Rigg, 10 Nev., 284;

Massie v. State, 5 Tex. App., 81. It was not required

by the common law. State v. Anderson, 3 Nev., 254;

People V. Sullivan, 4 N. Y. Cr. R., 193, per Lewis, J.)

So far does the principle extend that even a misno-

mer of the offense does not invalidate the indictment.

(Joyce on Indictments, sec. 289; State v. Howard, 66

Minn., 309; 68 N. W., 1096; 61 Am. St. R., 403; 34

L. R. A., 178.)

The contra formam statuti is designed to cover all

the requirements of legal conclusion in an indict-

ment. It is the court's duty to make the proper

application to the facts. (Bishop Crim. Proc, vol. 1,

sec. 514.)

Where the act charged is one which necessarily in-

volves and includes the intent, it is not necessary

67177—09 3
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that an intent should be alleged. In such cases the

intent is the natural and necessary consequence of

the act done, from which the law infers that the party

knew and contemplated the result which followed,

and that it was committed with a guilty intention.

(Joyce on Indictments, sec. 327; Com. v. Hersey, 2

Allen (Mass.), 173.)

This principle was applied to indictments for lar-

ceny {Com. V. Butler, 144 Pa. St., 568; Ter. v. Ander-

son, 6 Dak., 300); for embezzlement (State v.

Combs, 47 Kans., 136); for illegal registration {State

V. Bush, 45 Kans., 138); for keeping house of ill-

fame {Co77i. V. Shea, 150 Mass., 314); for forgery

(State V. Romlen, 114 Mo., 626); for libel {Com. v.

Woljinger, 7 Kulp (Pa.), 537; 16 Pa. Co. Ct. R., 257);

for furnishing voter with liquor on election day

{State V. Pearls, 35 W. Va., 320); altering a public

record {People v. O^Brien, 96 Cal., 175).

II.

The indictment charges with suflB.cient certainty all

the elements of the oflFense of granting a concession.

That the indictment sufficiently charges the fihng

and publication of the tariff sheets of appellant is

not denied. It is charged:

That at all of the times between said 15th

day of June, in the year 1905, and the 16th

day of July, in the year 1906, the lowest total |
lawful rate and charge estabhshed in said

tariff by said corporation common carrier, the

Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railway Com-
pany, and in force on its said continuous line
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and route, for the transportation of bulk lime

in carload lots from said town of Nelson, in

said Territory of Arizona, to the said town of

Barstow, California, and to all stations on

said line and route south of said town of

Barstow, in the State of California, was, as

shown by said tariff so established, filed, and
published by said corporation common carrier

as aforesaid, seventy (70) dollars for each

carload lot of bulk lime shipped and trans-

ported over said continuous line and route

from said town of Nelson, in the Territory of

Arizona, to the said town of Barstow, CaU-

fomia, or to any station on said line and
route south of said town of Barstow, in the

said southern district of California, as aforesaid.

And it is charged that appellant "did charge,

demand, and receive," etc., ''$64.75 and no more."

We respectfully submit not only that a concession

is thus charged, but that it would be difficult or

impossible to charge it in plainer terms.

The indictment specifically and in detail points out

the manner and form in which the violations of law

were committed ; every act conunitted by the defend-

ant by which the concession whereby property was

transported at a rate less than that specified in the

lawful tariff is set forth clearly and without ambigu-

ity, and even the one respect in which plaintiff in error

contends there was uncertainty (not averring that the

carrier did not receive the balance of freight from

some one else) is supplied by its stipulation of ad-

mitted facts (see p. 199).
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We admit that the indictment is not good unless

it sufficiently alleges a concession. And by so ad-

mitting we obviate discussing many respectable

authorities and much ably presented argument.

What we shall insist upon is that the balance of the

indictment, omitting all conclusions of law, suffi-

ciently alleges the granting of a concession.

The proposition that the facts constituting an

offense may be charged either according to their

legal effect on their outward form is well illustrated

in United States v. Camden Iron Works (150 Fed. Rep.,

214, 216). On motion in arrest of judgment, it was

urged that there was no express averment that the

initial carrier was used " under a common-control and

management for a continuous carriage," etc. The

court, in denying the motion, said:

While it is true that the information does not

aver the Mutual Transit Compan}^ used under

a common control, management, or arrange-

ment, in these words, it does set forth facts

which show this water carrier is used under a

common arrangement with the railroads, the

other common carriers in the transportation

of this property; and this is sufficient.

Carrier's counsel admit (p. 78) that an indictment

charging a concession may be good without using

that word. They also admit (p. 79) that facts show-

ing the yielding up of something of value implies that

the concession thus made constitutes a favor. But

they insist that it must go further and show that the

party granting such favor derives some advantage.
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or at least has some object in view. Rejecting the

latter essential, and we are confident the court will

reject it, the indictment contains all essential alle-

gations.

We confidently insist that it is not necessary

that the indictment should show that the alleged

violation of law was the result of some demand or

arrangement between the parties. As stated in the

New Haven case supra, it may be the result of mere

favoritism.

No device or contrivance, secret or fraudu-

lent in its nature, is requisite to the com-

mission of the offense outlined in the statute,

and * * * Q^^y means by which transporta-

tion by a concession from the established rate

was had is sufficient. {Armoury. United States,

209 U. S., 56.)

One purpose of the act to regulate commerce

was not only to advise an intending shipper of the

rate of transportation, but to advise everyone else

who might seek to know of the same fact. If the

shipper of a given commodity who is alone in the

field could maintain his monopoly by concessions in

rates, it can readily be seen that the act of Congress

would tend to establish and foster not alone a monop-

oly of transportation, but also of production in such

cases.

Manifestly, if a legal rate is established, every ship-

per is entitled not only to that rate, but also to

rest assured that no other person shall be conceded the

privilege of shipment at a lower one, and the moment
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such concession is accorded that moment the recip-

ient receives an advantage over his fellows to which

he is not entitled by the law, and is the beneficiary of

favorable discrimination. The granting a concession

necessarily implies the conferring of favor or ad-

vantage.

Under the Cullom Act the standard of com-

parison was the treatment of other shippers; it

was necessary to prove, in order to establish a

discrimination, not only that the favored ship-

per really paid less than the published rate, but

also that other shippers paid the full rate, or a

greater rate than that of the favored shipper.

Under the Elkins Act the standard of comparison

is the published rate ; it is only necessary to prove

that the favored shipper has had his property

transported at a less rate than that published

and filed. {Chicago and Alton, etc., Co. v. U. S.,

156 Fed., 558, 562 aff'd 212 U. S.)

In answer to the contention that a concession is

not charged otherwise than by way of a legal con-

clusion, we call attention to some additional au-

thorities :

The concession differs from the rebate only

in this, that in the concession the shipper, in-

stead of paying the full rate and receiving back

part, merely settles for the difference. The
result is the same—the property is transported

for the same net amount less than the lawful

rate. {Standard Co. v. United States, 164

Fed., 381.)

Throughout the opinion in the case last cited the

term "concession" is used interchangeably with the
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phrase "having accepted a rate less than the lawful

rate;" thus indicating that to state facts showing the

latter would, in effect, charge a concession, (See

p. 381.)

The statement of counsel (p. 81) that " neither does

the concession lie in the fact that the payment which

is finally made by the shipper to the agreed amount

is less than the tariff rate" not only flies in the face

of the definition of the term "concession," as an-

nounced by the Circuit Court of Appeals in the Stand-

ard Oil case (164 Fed., 386), but is also in the teeth

of the very case cited by counsel to sustain it:

Admittedly the transportation of the com-

modities in question was at a less rate than

the established rate, and to knowingly accept

such a concession from the carrier assumes the

payment by the shipper at the lower rate for

the transportation. {United States y . Vacuum
Oil Co., 158 Fed., 538.)

The statute declares, in effect, that it shall

be unlawful for any person or corporation to

accept any concession in respect to the trans-

portation of any property, and hence it will be

observed that the statute contemplates as an
act of violation the shipment of property at

the illegal rate. If, therefore, the merchandise

was transported in carload lots, the tariff rate

being fixed upon such shipments, the conces-

sions which the defendant received and ac-

cepted were upon the property transported

and not upon the conceded rate. (Idem,

p. 539.)
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Section 1025, Revised Statutes, provides:

No indictment found and presented by a

grand jury in any district or circuit or other

court of the United States shall be deemed in-

sufRcient, nor shall the trial, judgment, or

other proceeding thereon be affected by reason

of any defect or imperfection in matter of form

only, which shall not tend to the prejudice of

the defendant.

In Wright v. United States (108 Fed. Rep., 805, 810)

the Circuit Court of Appeals for the Fifth Circuit (it

being error to the Circuit Court), after referring to

the above statute, said :
" The omission of words that

would add nothing to the meaning of an indictment

seems so clearly a defect of form only that the appli-

cation of this statute is apparent."

In United States v. Rhodes (C. C, 30 Fed., 431, 484)

Mr. Justice Brewer, then circuit judge, construing the

same statute, said:

While a defendant should be clearly informed

in the indictment of the exact and full charge

made against him, yet no defect or imperfec-

tion in matter of form only—and this in-

cludes the manner of stating a fact—which

does not tend to his prejudice will vitiate the

indictment.

In United States v. Jackson (C. C, 2 Fed. R., 502,

504) Judge Lowell, construing the same statute, said

:

I have held that a particular intent, which

made an act a crime by the words of a statute,

is part of the substance. On the other hand,
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mere mistakes, however serious, in expressing

the substance of a crime, if the meaning can

be understood, I look upon as formal.

In Connors v. United States (158 U. S., 408, 411)

Mr. Justice Harlan, referring to defects in an indict-

ment, said:

Nor if made by demurrer or by motion and

overruled, would it avail on error unless it ap-

peared that the substantial rights of the ac-

cused were prejudiced by the refusal of the

court to require a more restricted or specific

statement of the particular mode in which the

offense charged was committed. (Rev. St.,

sec. 1025.) There is no ground whatever to

suppose that the accused was taken by sur-

prise in the progress of the trial, or that he was
in doubt as to what was the precise offense

with which he was charged.

No one reading the indictment could come to any

other conclusion in regard to its meaning than that it

charged the granting of a concession; and applying

the words of Mr. Justice Peckham in Price v. U. S.

(165 U. S., 315), "when this is the case, the indictment

is good enough."

Is there any ground to suppose that the accused

was taken bj' surprise in the progi^ess of the trial, or

that it or its counsel was in doubt as to what was the

precise offense with which it was charged? The

record contains abundant refutation of any such

supposition. Even without the excessive zeal of

counsel in seeking to take advantage of the technical
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objection to the indictment, there could be no pos-

sible ground for now saying they were to any extent

or in any way surprised or misled by any omission

or defect in the indictment. But the record shows

that at the opening of the trial the United States

attorney made an opening statement in which he

set forth all the essential parts of the indictment,

closing with the statement

—

That the defendant collected in each case a

sum less than $70, the sum actually collected

being ascertained b}^ multiplying the sum of

$3.50 by the tonnage actually contained in

the car, and that by so doing defendant

granted a concession to the person from whom
the lime was received (p. 308).

And immediate^ defendant's counsel moved a

dismissal "for the reason that it appeared from his

statement that the United States proposed to prove

a concession under each count, whereas," etc.

But the record contains other conclusive proof

that the defendant could not have been surprised or

misled because of any omission in the indictment.

Immediately following said motion ruling and excep-

tion, it filed a stipulation of facts admitting every

ingredient of each and all of the sixty-six offenses

alleged, which offenses we think this court will agree

with us were concessions, as the term is used in

the law.
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III.

Wilfulness is not an element of the offense, and
need not be averred in the indictment, and, if averred,

constitutes surplusage.

Were it necessary, after what has been said under

the two preceding propositions, we would repeat

what is there conclusively implied, that we had but

one theory of the case in the lower court and but

one here. That theory is that the indictment

charges a concession, and a concession only. It may
be that a concession involves a departure from the

tariff, but there might be a departure without

concession, rebate, or discrimination. Moreover,

there might be a departure consistently with inno-

cence—hence the use of the word "wilful" in the

first clause of the section.

Counsel say:

It may be urged that the word "wilful"

occurs in the concluding paragraph of the in-

dictment, but that paragraph can not be taken

into consideration in determining whether or

not the indictment states an offense.

Nothing of the kind will be urged. We admit

that the concluding paragraph can not be considered

to determine the sufficiency of the charging part of

the indictment. And thus we obviate discussing

many authorities cited and much sound but UTele-

vant argument ably presented by counsel.

Practically the sole reliance of counsel for the

carrier to secure a reversal rests upon the construc-

tion, or rather misconstruction, given the indictment
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by them. This is fully shown in small space at page

163 of their brief, where they say:

An examination of the indictment (8) shows

that it attempted to charge the defendant

with publishing one rate for the transporta-

tion of the lime and with collecting another

rate. That was charging a departure from

the tariff, and under the language of section

1 of the Elkins law such a departure must be

wilful. The insertion of the notion of the

pleader in the conclusion of the count that a

concession was granted is not an averment in

the charging part of a concession. The facts

stated in the charging part are what determine

the offense; and in the charging part the only

facts averred are that the tariff named one

rate and another was collected.

The case of the Government should have

been restricted to the allegations of the charg-

ing part of the indictment; and then the

Government should have made out a case not

only of a departure from the tariff, but also of

a wilful departure. This it did not do.

They have not assigned and argued a point as

error which does not depend for its relevancy and

plausibility upon the theory there advanced, except

the assignment based upon overruling the motion to

quash, that based on the admission of certain evi-

dence, and that based upon what they claim was an

abuse of discretion in assessing the punishment.

Cases quoted at pages 62 et seq. of the brief for plain-

tiff in error all involve indictments under statuteswhich
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specifically make knowledge, willfulness, malice, or

like ingredients elements of the offense, and they are,

therefore, not pertinent in determining the sufficiency

of an indictment for an offense created by a statute

enacted for the pm'pose of effectually carrying out

the national policy in its efforts at the regulation of

interstate carriers and the language of which does

not include any such terms.

In the Armour case counsel for petitioner ( defend-

ant packing company) argued in the brief:

It can well be contended that the element of

wilfulness in the former law must be extended

to the Elkins Act. Another principle leads to

exactly the same result. In the federal courts,

it has now become the established doctrine

that even if a statute does not use the words

"wilfully" or "intentionally," or make scienter

necessary, still the statute will, by construc-

tion, be made to mean that there must have

been knowledge of wrongdoing and actual

guilty intent, unless, possibly, in cases where

a special act is unconditionally made an offense,

(citing authorities). This is a recognition of

the general rule that criminality will not be

imputed unless an act is done in bad faith, or

with an intention of violating the law. (Su-

preme Court Record, vol. 8, October term,

1907, p. 52.)

It would be difficult to express in more compact

form all the arguments and citations of plaintiff in

error in this case under this assignment than in the
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above quotation. And on page 53 of the record in

petitioner's brief in the Armour case they say

:

It was intended that some device, scheme,

or fraud must have been resorted to, or, at the

very least, that the shipper must have known
that he was receiving the concession in viola-

tion of law, and have acted in bad faith. It

surely never was intended, in view of tariff

sheets, and the unknown quantities entering

into rates, that a shipper was to be found

guilty simply because he knew of or ha^ seen

the tariff sheets.

The indictment passed upon in the Armour case

appears in full in the record. (Supreme Court

Records, Vol. 8, Oct. Term, 1907, pp. 3-8.) It

does not contain the vrord "wilfully." It does con-

tain the word "unlaw^fuUy," which means nothing.

(See Joyce on Indictments, sec. 334; Capps v. State,

4 Iowa, 502.) ''Unlawfully" is a term whose place

is taken by the contra formam statuti. It also con-

tains, after the word "unlawfully," the word "feloni-

ously," which in an indictment for a misdemeanor is

rather a vice than a vbtue. While not a ground for

quashing the indictment, it is to be rejected as sur-

plusage. (Joyce on Indictments, sec. 334; Com. v.

Philpot, 130 Mass., 59; Com. v. Squire, 1 Mete.

(Mass.), 258; State v. Crummey, 17 Minn., 72; Hess

V. State, 5 Ohio, 5.)

In the enactment of the Elkins law, it was hoped

that the railroads would so change their practices

and so reform their methods that the act would be
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caiTied out in letter and spirit. In order to secure this

result the act was made so clear, full, and unequivo-

cal, that no one reading it need err. The carriers

must' establish tariffs which must be filed with the

commission and published. Then they are forbidden

to depart from the tariff and any departure is penal-

ized. Here the word "wilful" is used because there

might be a departure through mistake. Mistakes

may be made by printers and such mistakes may be

made as that of the eye falling upon the wTong line in

seeking a rate applicable to a particular commodity,

or a single shipment, as described by counsel in their

brief. Then, in a separate clause, the word "wilful"

is dropped and three specific offenses are defined.

Among these is the granting or receiving of a con-

cession. Though we do not feel that it is incumbent

upon us to explain this change of phraseology, it is

apparent that two of the reasons were, (1), that it is

difficult to conceive of one giving a concession, as

the term is defined (see Armour case) other-

wise than with an exercise of the will, and, (2), that

the difficulty of proving what was in the mind of the

agent granting it otherwise than by the act itself is

insuperable.

Keeping before us the purpose of this statute, to

absolutely, and under all circumstances, enforce

rigid compliance by carriers with the tariffs estab-

lished in the prescribed manner, and to prevent any

departure therefrom under any circumstances or for

any purpose, we are confirmed in the view that it was
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never intended to require that an indictment should

allege more than the commission of the act con-

demned to incur its penalties, without alleging or

proving such commission to have been with an evil

intent or a bad purpose; and this is still further con-

firmed by the terms of the act and decisions, making

the tariffs conclusive as against the carrier. Texas,

etc., Co. v. Cisco Mill (204 U. S., 449, 451-453).

And, in order to comprehend the full effect of the

contention of plaintiff in error, it is necessary to con-

sider the meaning and effect of the term "wilfully"

when used in a criminal statute. For, if the inclu-

sion of the element of wilfulness in the offense would

necessitate proof of an evil intent or legal malice, it

can readily be observed that the accomplishment of

the purpose of the law will be materially retarded,

if not entirely defeated. Either that result or the

word must have been rejected as surplusage.

"Wilful" is not the synonym of "voluntary." In

truth, they express no distinct idea which is common

to both. The former is a word of much greater

strength than the latter. "Wilful," in regard to

manslaughter, denotes government by the will, with-

out yielding to reason; obstinate; stubborn; per-

verse; inflexible. {McManus v. State, 36 Ala., 291.)

In a statute denouncing "any person who wilfully

interrupts or disturbs," etc., it was held that "the

word ' wilfully ' was used as the synonym of ' inten-

tionally' or 'designedly;' 'pursuant to intention or

design, without lawful excuse.'" (Harrison v. State,

37 Ala., 156.)
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In a statute declaring, " whoever shall wilfully ob-

struct any highway," etc., "wilfully" was construed

to mean not only intentionally, but wrongfully, in bad

faith, with evil intent or legal malice. {State v. Pres-

ton, 34 Wis., 675.)

"In a penal statute the word 'wilful' means more

than it does in common parlance. It means with

evil intent or legal malice, or without reasonable

ground for believing the act to be lawful." {Citing

State V. Preston, 34 Wis. 675; State v. Clark, 29 N. J.

Law, 96; Savage v. Tullar, Brayton, 223; United

States V. Three Railroad Cars, 1 Abb. U. S. 196, Fed.

Cas. No. 16513.) " In common parlance it is used

in the sense of intentional, as distinguished from

accidental or involuntary. To make the killing of

the sheep, therefore, a willful act, it must have been

committed with an evil intent, with legal malice, and

without legal justification." {Thomas v. State, 14

Tex. App. 204.) To the same import, see Sam
Lane v. State (16 Tex. App. 172); Wood v. State,

(Id., 574); Schubert v. State (Id., 645). See also

Owens V. State (19 Tex. App., 249), where the court

approved "by 'wilfully' as used in this charge, is

meant that the act was done without reasonable

ground to believe the act of taking was lawful."

Murphy v. Commonwealth (22 S. W., 649) is a

case decided by the Court of Appeals of Kentucky,

and is very interesting on this point.

The court's attention will next be directed to

authorities declaring this general rule, with particular

67177—09 4
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reference to the use of the word "wilful" in indict-

ments for statutory crimes, in cases where willfulness

is not made an element of the offense. Judge (now

Justice) Brewer, on writ of error from a judgment of

conviction under an indictment charging the defend-

ant with having charged and received, in proceedings

for procuring a pension a fee in excess of that

allowed by law, said in response to an attack upon

the indictment:

It is insisted that the indictment is defi-

cient, in that it fails to charge that the de-

fendant "wilfully and knowingly," or "unlaw-

fully," did the act charged. The offense de-

nounced by this section is charging and re-

ceiving more than the prescribed fee. Such a

transaction is not inherently vicious. In the

absence of a statute prohibiting it, any man
may contract for his services ; he is not bound
to render them; and, rendering them, he may
charge the person seeking those services such

fee as they may agree upon. It is not a

matter which is malum in se—inherently

vicious; it is a matter which is perfectly

legitimate and proper, in the absence of the

prohibition of the statute. The statute steps

in, and, from motives of public policy, says

that no fee shall be received in excess of a

prescribed amount ; and that is like many pro-

visions found in municipal ordinances, regu-

lating the dealings of one man with another,

not inherently vicious, but laying down a rule

of conduct which every man must conform to

at his peril. It is not like a charge of assault
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and battery, where the act may or msLj not

be wrong. Assault and battery may be per-

fectly justified in defense of one's property or

person, or from other reasons, and therefore it

may be necessary, in such a case, to allege

that it is illegally or wrongfully committed.

But this is a matter where Congress has

stepped in and says that, under all circum-

stances, waiving all questions of intention and

all questions of knowledge, it is unlawful for

one instrumental in obtaining a pension to

charge and receive more than a specified sum.

Where the offense is thus simply malum pro-

hibitum, where there is no offense growing out

of knowledge or intent, I think it is sufficient

for the indictment to charge simply that the

defendant did the thing prohibited to be done

;

and that objection fails. ( U. S. v. Koch, 21

Fed. R., 873.)

This case was followed by Judge Simonton in U. S.

v. Reynolds (48 Fed., 215).

Section 5208 of the Revised Statute declares it " to

be unlawful for officers or agents of banking associa-

tions to certify any check unless the drawer has funds

on deposit to cover the same;" by a subsequent act

of Congress it was made a misdemeanor for any such

officers or agents to "wilfully violate the provisions

of" said section, and, in the latter act, it was also

made a misdemeanor for any such officers or agents

to " certify checks before the amount thereof shall

have been regularly entered to the credit of the dealer

upon books" of the bank.
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In a case under that statute the court said

:

The word "wilful" is omitted from the de-

scription of offenses in the latter part of this

section. Its presence in the first can not be

regarded as mere surplusage; it means some-

thing. It implies on the part of the officer

knowledge and a purpose to do wrong. Some-

thing more is required than an act of certifi-

cation made in excess of the actual deposit,

but in ignorance of that fact or without any

purpose to evade or disobey the mandates of

the law. The significance of the word " wilful"

in criminal statutes has been considered by
this court. In Felton v. United States, 96

U. S., 699, 702 (24 : 875, 876), it was said:

" Doing or omitting to do a thing knowingly

and wilfully implies not only a knowledge of

the thing, but a determination with a bad

intent to do it or to omit doing it. The word
' wilfully,' says Chief Justice Shawm, in the

ordinary sense in which it is used in statutes,

means not merely ' voluntarily,' but with a bad

purpose." {Com. v. Kneeland, 20 Pick., 220).

" It is frequently understood," says Bishop, " as

signifying an evil intent without justifiable

excuse." (Crim. Law, vol. 1, 428.) And later,

in the case of Evans v. United States, 153

U. S., 584, 594 (38 : 830, 834), there was this

reference to the words "wilfully misapplied:"
" In fact, the gravamen of the offense consists

in the evil design with which the misapplica-

tion is made, and a count which would omit

the words 'wilfully,' etc., and 'with intent to

defraud,' would be clearly bad." {Spurr v.

United States, 174 U. S., 728, 734.)
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If the presence of the word "wilful" in a statute

means that it was the legislative intention to make

the inhibited act a crime only when done with a

wrongful intent, is not the absence of the same word

in the Elkins Act evidence that Congress intended to

punish the act regardless of the intent, motive, or

purpose of the wi^ongdoer?

Public policy may require the legislatm*e, in

prohibiting and punishing a particular case

under particular circumstances, to provide

expressly or impliedly that any person who
shall do the act shall do so at his peril, and

that he shall not be allowed to escape punish-

ment by showing that he acted in good faith,

without negligence, and in ignorance of the

existence of circumstances rendering the act

unlawful. If the language and the subject-

matter of the statute show clearly that this

was the intention of the legislature, the court

must give it effect, however harshly the

statute may seem to operate in the particular

instance. Clark & Marshall on Criminal Law,

page 102; citing State v. Presnell (12 Ired., 103;

Commonwealth v. Ferren (9 Allen, 489) ; State

V. Smith (10 Rhode Island, 258).

A luminous and instructive exposition of this

principle was given by Mr. Justice Miller in United

States V. Ulrici (Fed. Cas. No. 16594, p. 331), in the

course of which he said:

It is not contended that the legislature has

not power to make this omission or failure a

felony. It is not denied that it was within

their province! to adopt measures as severe
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as this, but it is argued that in all cases where

an act is made a felony that a felonious intent

is essential to the commission of the crime.

At common law that may be true, but Con-

gress and the State legislatures, in defining

and punishing crimes, are above the common
law. They have a right to change it, and the

progress of societj^ has developed the necessity

of doing it very often; so that, in fact, there is

hardly an offense existing to-day in this country

which is punished in the state courts as a

common-law crime, and none whatsoever

exists now or ever did exist punishable as

such in the United States courts.

The question is, then, narrowed down to

this: Did Congress intend, in this provision,

declaring and punishing the failure to efface

these stamps, at such time, as a felony, that

a criminal intent should be necessary? We
see nothing in the language of the statute requir-

ing such an intent. On the other hand, we do

see very much in the whole system of legisla-

tion on internal revenue showing that Congress

did not make intent a necessary ingredient in

the crime. In their first enactments on this

subject they ignored the intent, and very

frequently in the course of their legislation

concerning it they denounced acts as crimes

where the intention to do ivrong constitutes

no part of the offense.

Certain acts are dangerous to the commu-
nity, and these acts are unconditionally and

absolutely forbidden as the best way of pre-

venting their deleterious results. Hence, in
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such cases we have simply to determine

whether the acts in question conflict with the

letter of the law. We must at the same time

remember that there are other offenses besides

those exclusively of a police character which

are punishable irrespective of the criminal in-

tention of the offender. It is within the power

of the legislature to say of the particular acts

that they are to be prohibited irrespective of

the intention of the person by whom they are

committed. (Wharton Crim. Law (10th ed.),

sec. 23a.)

The case of United States v. Bayard (16 Fed. R.,

376) very fully illustrates and strictly applies the

principle thus laid down by Wharton and the other

authorities cited above. See also People v. Kibler

(106 N. Y., 321); Halsted v. State (41 N. J. L., 552,

585); State v. Zichfield (23 Nev., 304, 315); State v.

Thompson (74 la., 119); State v. Schlenker (112 la.,

642); McCutcheon v. People (69 111., 601); State v.

Heck (23 Minn., 549); State v. Huff (89 Maine, 521);

People V. Rohy (52 Mich., 577) ; Com. v. Uhrig (138

Mass., 492); State v. Farr (34 W. Va., 84); State

V. Kelly (54 Ohio St., 166).

ALLEGED ERROR EST STRIKING OUT EVIDENCE.

The third point argued is stated in the following

form:

A claim for lime lost in transit by the carrier

could be lawfully offset against the freight

charges earned by the carrier on the remainder

of the same shipment. Indeed in respect to
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the lime which was lost in transit, the carrier

did not earn, and could not collect, freight upon

the same.

The court, therefore, erred in striking out

evidence tending to show such loss and that

there was a bona fide adjustment of the same,

as the carrier could only recover or collect the

difference due it on account of the lime actually

transported and finally delivered.

We will not anticipate what we are about to say,

with some elaboration, by here referring to the gra-

tuitous assumptions of fact and erroneous legal con-

clusions contained in the above statement, to say

nothing of their misapplication. Counsel have, under

this head, adopted a style of argument suitable to

the discussion of a motion to set aside a verdict for

insufficiency of evidence.

The only questions before this court are questions

of law. The most important legal question under

this head is one of statutory construction. And

we may say incidentall}^ that that question being

decided adversely to the contentions of the carrier,

the point made upon the order striking out evidence,

and that upon the sufficiency of the indictment, as

well as those raised upon the giving and refusal of

instructions, must be decided the same way.

Motive, seldom susceptible of proof, otherwise than

by proof of circumstances more or less inconclusive,

is especially so where the act denounced as an offense

is one which but for the statute would be entirely

consistent with legitimate business methods and

accepted standards of morality. And it is for these
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reasons, and for others growing out of considerations

for the protection of important public interests, that

intent is exckided as an element from the definitions

of rebates and concessions in this statute. The Elkins

Act, recognizing this difficulty, relieves the prosecution

of the usual burden of proving intent. For the same

reason of public protection, and to insure its ob-

servance, the coiu"t acted in consonance with it in

excluding this evidence from the jury.

The Congress can not be accused of harshness or

injustice herein, because it has prohibited the acts

constituting these offenses in terms so clear, un-

equivocal, and unambiguous that it is impossible for

a party when not acting under mistake or ignorance

of fact to have any difficulty in refraining from doing

the acts prohibited.

Prior to the Armour case, there had been no direct

construction of this provision of the Elkins law, but

section 2 of the interstate commerce law of 1887

(24 Stat., 379) contained a provision worded just the

same as far as the question now under discussion is

involved. Said section provided:

That if any common carrier subject to the

provisions of this act shall, directly or indi-

rectly, b}^ any special rate, rebate, drawback,

or other device, charge, demand, collect, or

receive from any person or persons a greater

or less compensation for any service rendered,

or to be rendered, in the transportation of

passengers or property, etc., * * * such

common carrier shall be deemed guilty of

unjust discrimination, which is herebj^ pro-

hibited and declared to be unlawful.
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Under this section, and the section of the same act

penalizing it, an indictment was returned in the

District Court for the eastern district of Missouri

charging the defendant as an agent of the Missouri

Pacific Railway Company with unjust discrimination

in favor of another railroad company. Judge Thayer,

in an opinion overruling a demurrer to the indictment,

said

:

The particular objection made to this count

appears to be that the count does not show
whether the discrimination was accomplished

by granting to the Chicago, Burlington and

Quincy Railroad a ''special rate, rebate, or

drawback," or by some other device. The
point is obviously not well taken, as section 2

of the act under which the count is framed

makes it utterly immaterial how the discrimi-

nation was effected—whether by a special

rate accorded to one shipper and denied to

another, or by a "rebate, drawback, or other

device." The offense defined by the second

section consists in an "unjust discrimination,"

no matter how it is effected, whether directly

or indirectly ; and for that reason it is unneces-

sary to aver in an indictment by what partic-

ular device the defendant managed to discrim-

inate in favor of a particular shipper. ( United

States V. Tozer, 37 Fed. R., 635, 636.)

If the clause "by any special rate, rebate, draw-

back, or other device," found in the second section

of that statute, was properly excluded as an ingre-

dient of the offense there penalized, then the words

''by any device whatever" in the first section of the
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Elkins law is to be excluded. The court there decided

that the language there used ^Yas not intended to

narrow and limit the offense there defined, which was

the granting of an unjust discrimination, which term

corresponds exactly to the granting of a concession

mentioned in the Elkins law.

It is clear, therefore, that the words "by any

device whatever" are not to be read as fomiing a

necessary ingredient of the offense, nor as affecting

the gist of the violation. The purpose of introduc-

ing these phrases into each act was to make it plainly

apparent that not only is the direct granting of dis-

criminatory favors in the one case and of either

grantmg or accepting them in the other to be pun-

ished, whatever the device emploj^ed, or whether any

particular device was discoverable or was susceptible

of proof or not.

And when it is once shown in a case like the present

that the carrier has accepted in settlement of the law-

ful rate for transportation a sum less than it should

have demanded and collected by an adherence to the

rate, that amounts to a concession, irrespective of the

method or ''device" adopted in the particular in-

stance; and the evidence tending to prove the pre-

text for granting it or the course pursued by the

parties in consummating the transaction is irrelevant

and innnaterial.

What place, then, had the evidence that was stricken

out by the court in the case? Its presentation to the

jury would have been the introduction before them of

an issue which was outside the case, and improper for
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them to consider. It would have had the effect of

narrowing the scope of the law's operation and limit-

ing the class of cases to which it is applicable. It

would have imported into the statute an element

which the legislature had studiously excluded, and

have constituted notice to carriers that in order to

nullify the statute it was only necessary, whenever it

was desired to give preference to a shipper and obtain

his patronage to the exclusion of other carriers, to

discover or invent some pretext for a compromise and

deduct imaginary damages from the freight bill. The

courts have uniformly disapproved attempts to nar-

row the construction of statutes and thus destroy their

remedial efficacy and thwart their intended public

purpose. (See Miller v. United States, 133 Fed. R.,

337, 340; Harris v. Rosenherger, 145 Fed. R., 449.)

In Durland v. United States (161 U. S., 306) Mr.

Justice Brewer remarked that " beyond the letter of

the statute is the evil sought to be remedied, which

is always significant in determining the meaning."

If carriers when placed on trial for granting con-

cessions can defend on the ground that the deduction

from the rate was the settlement of an unliquidated

claim of one sort, then any such character of claim

will do, and they will l)e free to grant rebates and

concessions ad libitum and openly, without fear of

punishment.

The fraudulent character and bad faith of this

form of evasion it will be most difficult for the Gov-

ernment to prove. The more openly it is resorted to

the greater the difficulty.
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There is here no place for the plea of mistake or ig-

norance. The filing and publication of the tariff con-

clusively charges the carrier with notice and knowl-

edge of the rate. Indeed, there is here no pretense of

mistake or ignorance with reference to any ingredient

of the case.

No evil intent is essential to an offense which is a

mere malum prohibitum. (Bishop on Stat. Crimes,

sec. 596b; 1 Bishop's Crim. Law (8th ed.), sees. 343,

345, par. 4.)

Proof of the commission of an act denounced by

statute is all that is necessary to justify conviction

of one charged therewith.

To hold that the belief of an individual con-

cerning the legality of his action should con-

stitute a standard of innocence or guilt would

establish an uncertain and dangerous criterion.

{Chicago, &c., Ry. v. United States, 162 Fed.,

835, 842-3.)

No question of liability on account of a concession

given under a mistake of fact, or in ignorance of the

established rate, can be raised in this case, because

the carrier knew the filed and published rate and that

it was receiving a less rate. The only mistake relied

on is an error of law, its unfounded belief that by

means of a compromise of a vague claim, it should be

excused for ignoring and violating the plain declara-

tion of the statute. Such an error excuses no one.

(Wharton's Crim. Law (9th ed.), sec. 84; Armour

Pkg. Co. V. United States, 209 U. S., 56, 85; United

States V. Anthony, 24 Fed. Cas., 829, 831, 832, No.
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14459; State v. Zitchfield, 46 Pac. (Nebr.), 802, 805,

806; State v. Hughes, 58 Iowa, 165, 169; Hoover v.

State, 59 Ala.. 57; Reynolds v. L'niYec/ Stages, 98 U. S.,

145, 167.)

In Amiour Packing Co. v. United States (153 Fed.

Rep., 1, 16) the circuit court of appeals, whose judg-

ment was affii'med by the Supreme Court, after

pointing out the substantial differences between the

law as it stood in the interstate-commerce act and

in the Elkins Act, said:

But it is not so with the offense of the ship-

per denounced by the Elkins Act upon which

this indictment is based. That act did not

repeal, modify, or amend the provision of the

act of 1889, which made the obtaining of trans-

portation at a less rate by a fraudulent de\'ice

a crime. But it created a new offense, the

acceptance or receipt of a concession whereby

any property in interstate or foreign conomerce

should be transported by any de^'ice whatever

at less than the regular filed and published

rate. The substance of this oft'ense is not the

device, but the solicitation or receipt of the

concession and the transportation thereby

effected. It may be committed whether the

concession is induced by a fraudulent or an
honest device, by a shrewd or a simple one,

by a secret or an open one. The true meaning
of the phrase "by any de\'ice whatever" here

is directly or indirectly, in any way whatever,
and the evident purpose of its use was to

emphasize the scope of the law so that it

would clearly include the soUcitation or receipt
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whereby property in interstate or foreign

commerce should be transported at less than

the regular filed and published rate.

Again referring to the Armour case in the Supreme

Court, on the general question of good faith and good

intent, and as bearing upon the claipa that, at most,

these were only technical violations, it will be noted

that in the case of Int. Com. Com. v. Chicago, etc. Ry.

(209 U. S., 108) the court held that raih-oad com-

panies may lawfully make the identical contracts out

of one of which grew the successful prosecution of the

Armour Packing Company, though the raiboad com-

pany may terminate the contract at any time by

changing the rate. Now, it would he difficult to

imagine a clearer case of good faith and lawful intent,

or a case founded more strictly upon pure technicality,

than was the Armour case. The defendant company

had a contract with the railroad company, valid when

made; and the railroad company believed itself bound

by it . But the Armour Company was held bound, in

order to escape incurring heavy penalties, either to

have tendered the increased rate and insisted upon

its acceptance, notwithstanding its belief that it was

legally bound to pa}^ only the contract rate, or to have

ceased shipping over that carrier's line. The pre-

sumption of knowledge of the law was fastened upon

it contrary to the fact, and it was held bound to have

taken positive action, overriding its own belief as well

as that of the railroad company, in order to have

escaped the heav}' penalties which were inflicted upon
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it by the lower court, its judgment being affirmed by

the Supreme Court.

The fact that the car-lot rate of $70 was divided

into ton rates of 350 cents per ton, makes not the

slightest difference. In case of a car carrying 42,000

pounds, or any quantity over the minimum, if only

$70 was charged, that would itself be a concession.

A party shipping at car-load rates is entitled to have

the same reduced rate maintained on the excess of

weight. But this does not hold good if the weight

falls below the minimum fixed in the tariff. This

appears so obvious that it will not be denied. The

only reason for naming the ton rate, in addition to

naming the car-load rate, is to secure to the shipper

the reduced rate above the minimum.

Counsel comment upon what they term the ab-

surdity or folly of requiring the carrier and shipper

or consignee to settle the freight charges according to

the full rate, upon a cash basis, and afterwards in a

separate settlement consider and adjust claims for

shortage of commodity delivered. Upon first im-

pression, such a requirement may appear to involve

needless circuity. But the statute, for what upon

careful consideration appears to have been good rea-

sons, requires that course to be piu-sued. Such is the

result of our reading of the statute and of the Good-

ridge and other cases. It may be that, as counsel

say, this would not prevent the parties giving and

receiving a concession under cover of a subsequent

settlement. But it is obvious that the very fact of
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such requirement, involving as it does the parties in

additional negotiation and adjustment, renders it less

likely that they will violate the law than if the statute

permitted them to directly involve the rate with an

outside or incidental settlement. The fact must not

be lost sight of, however, that there was nothing to

adjust on account of the freight charge. The lawful

charge was $70 in each instance of quantity under the

minimum—no less and no more. That the plaintiff

in error well knew the difference, in legal effect, be-

tween the two methods of doing business is amply

shown by the record, even if such showing were

required.

It should here be borne in mind that with re-

spect to statutes of this kind, by which a certain act

is made criminal when done by individuals and cor-

porations particularly circumstanced, or engaged, in

certain kinds of business, without reference to knowl-

edge or intent, the rule is that those doing the prohib-

ited act are bound to know the facts and to obey the

law at their peril. And it is within the power of the

legislature to say of the particular act, that it is to be

prohibitive irrespective of the intention of the person

by whom it is committed. (3 Greenleaf on Evidence,

sec. 21; Stephens Dig. Crim. Law, art. 34; Whar-

ton's Crim. Law (10th Ed.), sec. 23a, 88; Com. v.

Weiss, 139 Pa. St., 247, 251 ; Com. v. Mash, 7 Mete,

472, 474; United States v. Leathers, 6 Sawy., 17;

United States v. Bayard, 16 Fed. R., 376; 12 Cyc.

Law and Prac, 148, 158, and citations.)

67177—09 5
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Ignorance of a fact may sometimes be taken as

evidence of a want of criminal intent, but not igno-

rance of the law. (Reynolds v. United States, 98

U. S., 167.) And this view in the Reynolds case is

given direct and express application to the facts in

the Armour case (209 U. S., p. 86).

This entire question as to good faith on the part of

the appellant in making the compromises, and as to

the materiality of the fact that there was a com-

promise appears to have been settled in the Armour

case, where (pp. 85, 86) the court said

:

It is contended by the petitioner that there

is nothing in the facts found in this case to

show any intentional violation of the law;

that on the contrary the petitioner believed

itself to be within its legal rights in insisting

upon the performance of its contract, and
maintained in good faith that the interstate

commerce act did not and could not interfere

with it, and that the statute had no applica-

tion to a shipment of goods for exportation

in the manner shown in this case. While

intent is in a certain sense essential to the

commission of a crime, and in some classes of

cases it is necessary to show moral turpitude

in order to make out a crime, there is a class

of cases within which we think the one under

consideration falls, where purposely doing a

thing prohibited by statute may amount to

an offense, although the act does not involve

turpitude or moral wrong. In this case the

statutes provide it shall be penal to receive

transportation of goods at less than the pub-

lished rate. * * *
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The carrier's counsel devote much space to what

they generally designate as the unreasonableness and

hardships of the law as construed by the district

court. We may fully answer all such arguments

with quotations from the Armour case

:

It may be, as urged by petitioner, that this

construction renders impossible the making

of contracts for the future delivery of such

merchandise as the petitioner deals in, and

that the instability of the rate introduces a

factor of uncertainty destructive of contract

rights heretofore enjoyed in such property.

This feature of the law, it is insisted, puts the

shipper in many kinds of trade at the mercy

of the carrier, who may arbitrarily change a

rate upon the faith of w^hich contracts have

been entered into. But the right to make such

regulations is inherent in the power of Congress

to legislate respecting interstate commerce,

and such considerations of inconvenience or

hardship address themselves to the law-making

branch of the Government. New Haven Rail-

road Company v. Interstate Commerce Com-

mission (200 U. S., 399). It may be that such

contracts should be recognized, giving stability

to rates for limited periods; that the contracts

being filed and published, and the rate stipu-

lated known and open to all, no injustice

would be done. But, as we have said, such

considerations address themselves to Congress,

not to the courts. It is the province of the

judiciary to enforce laws constitutionally en-

acted, not to make them to suit their own
views of propriety or injustice.
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To all the arguments and citations of the carrier's

counsel with respect to the rights and remedies of

the parties to a transportation contract upon a loss

of goods, the cases previously cited are a complete

answer. The answer is that inter sese arrangements,

duties, remedies, and adjustments are subordinated

to public interests protected by the statute. In the

Armour case, the injured party lost all the benefits

of a contract under which, had the Supreme Court's

views been different, he might have enforced in a suit

for damages against the carrier, or have compelled it

to carry out the contract. Without the statute the

contract was valid in all respects, and could have

been enforced by the packing company against the

carrier, but according to the court's ruling the rail-

way company was authorized to arbitrarily break

the contract, raise the amount to be paid for trans-

portation, thus unsettling the business of the shipper,

possibly to a serious extent.

Here, the result of enforcing the statute according

to the Government's contention would only have

involved a little additional labor in bookkeeping

and making settlements. It is not even shown that

any additional labor would have been involved had

the alleged claim of the consignee of the freight taken

the regular course.

This is not a case of one acting under constraint.

Appellant at one stage of each and every transaction,

covered by the sixty-six counts, found itself at a

parting of the ways, the one path obviously safe and
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the other dangerous. ''Safety" was emblazoned on

one sign board and ''danger" on the other. If its

agents failed to read them, they were either indifferent

or disposed to evil; and the law of this case, accord-

ing to the aforesaid decisions, relieves the Govern-

ment of the burden of showing which is the proper

construction to give the choice they made.

We have clearly shown by indisputable and unim-

peachable authority that mistake of law affords no

ground of defense herein. Nothing then could

excuse except a mistake of fact. But there is no

pretense of a mistake of fact. The carrier knew its

own published rates; knew the tariff charge for each

car, and knowingly accepted less.

It is to be observed also that each shipment of

lime was made at "owner's risk" and so recorded in

the carrier's waybills. Under such circumstances the

carrier was not an insurer and the owner assumed the

risk of any loss arising from the dangers of trans-

portation by the means employed which ordinary

care and prudence might be insufficient to prevent.

Sutherland on Carriers, section 463.

Hence there was not only the absence of a liqui-

dated claim, or ascertained demand, but the absence

of any valid claim or demand whatever.

When a lump sum is specified as the freight

to be paid on delivery * * * w^q consignee

accepting the goods must pay the stipulated

sum without deduction for what may be lost

without the fault of the ship. (Gibson v,

Broivn, 44 Fed., 98.)
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We admit the general principle of law that the

avoidance of litigation is favored. But were the par-

ties here bound to resort to htigation? We are under

no necessity of meeting the question, whether in case

of liquidated demands on each side there might not

be an offsetting of the claims, because that is not this

case. The price of lime billed at Nelson and unde-

livered was the market value at the point of destina-

tion on each day of arrival of a consignment, to

ascertain which would require evidence. The cause

of action of the owner sounded in damages for breach

of contract, or negligence. Even if it would have

been relevant, there is not in the record a scintilla of

evidence to show that the price or market value of

lime at any point of consignment on any day was

ever agreed upon or was ever considered.

The transaction, divested of all superfluous argu-

ments and suggestions, amounted to a concession in

the matter of rates. Car-load lots were loaded,

billed, consigned to Schirm, and the transporta-

tion of car-load lots was begun. The lowest total

lawful rate and charge established in said tarifif

was $70, says the indictment and proofs. By agree-

ment between carrier and consignee a part of that

charge was conceded. The shortage of weight should

be totally ignored. The rate was $70—whether a

car contained 40,000 pounds or less, because the lime

was billed, consigned, and shipped as carload lots and

at carload rates. If a concession of 35 cents could

be made or received, because of a shortage of 200

pounds, a concession of $69.65 could be made on
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account of a shortage of 39,800 pounds. And if this

could be done in 66 instances, it could be done as to

the entire traffic. And thus the law governing the

business would be totally nullified by the carrier's

construction.

This case differs from the Goodridge case (149 U. S.,

690) only in this, that in that case the unliquidated

claim arose upon a matter outside the rate as fixed,

below the tariff, in consideration of the outside matter,

while here the unliquidated claim is created in the

same transaction out of which the unliquidated claim

arises. Therefore, upon the face of the matter, this

is a more insidious and dangerous subterfuge than

that was, and, if permitted, would lead to the adop-

tion of a practice placing far greater obstacles in the

way of the enforcement of the law.

Counsel misconceive and exaggerate the annoyance

and inconvenience of a strict compliance with the law

by the carrier. They do this in various connections

and forms. It would, we think, consume unnecessary

space to specify by page and quotation. They speak

of the consignor having to go from window 1 to

window 2 of the claim department, having to lose

interest on his money, etc. We respectfully submit

that the only way for the carrier to deal with such a

matter is the lawful way. It is a violent presumption

that this particular consignee, or consignees and con-

signors generally, would object to such a procedure

when the reason is explained to them and they are

shown that the carrier must comply with the law at

all hazards. Besides, the carrier is not the guardian
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for enforcing comphance with its demand for what,

in this case at least, was its lawful claim. As

between Schirm and the plaintiff in error, its full claim

was just $70 in each instance, no more and no less.

Under the interstate commerce laws it often happens

that mere forms become matters of substance. And

in many matters of quasi-public business, as well as in

affairs of government, there is not only safety, but

conservation of energy and wealth in a strict observ-

ance of formalities.

But there is not a sentence or word of reasoning in

the Goodridge case which is not directly and fully

applicable to this case. The court reasoned:

To hold a defense thus pleaded to be valid

would open the door to the grossest frauds

upon the law, and practically enable the rail-

road company to avail itself of any consid-

eration for a rebate which it considers suffi-

cient, and to agree with the favored customer

upon some fabricated claim for damages,

which it would be difficult if not impossible to

disprove.

It is said that the Goodridge case was a flagrant

attempt to evade the Colorado statute. If we con-

cede that it was so, the answer is that there is not a

tithe of danger in flagrant, transparent evasions that

there is in those which closely conform to long-

continued prior methods and bear all the indicia of

good faith and regularity. If Schirm had set up

against the freight charge some sort of extraordinary
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claim improbable on its face, there would have been

little chance of the jury being misled by the admis-

sion of evidence of it. But if it once be known that a

shortage in shipments of crude materials may be

made the basis of compromises, and that these com-

promises can be submitted to juries, much of the evil

removed by the interstate commerce laws, properly

interpreted, will return and be inflicted upon the

public.

No more convenient contrivance or device can be

imagined, where a carrier desires to show favoritism

to a particular shipper, than for it to accommodate

itself to his varying needs, and, having established a

tariff for carload lots, transport for him, as often as

he requires for some special purpose, less than car-

loads at proportional carload ton rates. The evi-

dence shows that some of these underloaded cars

were sent to Schirm's customers. It is eas)^ to see

how that might be a very valuable special and dis-

criminatory privilege granted to him to the injury

of his rivals in business. Let us suppose (as there

is some ground for supposing was the case) that

Schirm saw that by having shipments direct of just

the amount required by certain persons he could do

business with them, whereas if this could not be

done, they would purchase locally from others. Now
if by some such device and arrangement with the

carrier as having allowances made for short weights,

he could supply these persons exactly according to

their requirements, he would gain a preference and
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advantage over other dealers, which might be of

incalculable value. It would not be necessary for

the carrier to conspire with him or take any step

that would necessitate a record or book entry, or

that would be susceptible of proof. It would only

have to adopt the procedure followed in this case.

And the difficulty or impossibihty of proof of the

simulation is more real in such a case than in one

like the Goodridge case. The court in that case

illustrated thus:

For instance, under the defense made by
this company, there is nothing to prevent a

customer of the road who has received a per-

sonal injury from making a claim for any

amount he chooses, and in consideration

thereof and of shipping all his goods by that

road, receiving a rebate for all goods he may
ship over the road for an indefinite time in

the future.

Now, it might not be impossible, nor even very

difficult in such a case, for the Government to prove

that the favored party had not been actually injured,

or had been only slightly injured. But let us suppose

Mr. Schirm to be a large consumer or dealer in lime

on his own premises and to be also engaged in supply-

ing a large number of contractors and others in a

locality which is rapidly building up. Let it now be

made known that the devices in the form of deduc-

tions for shortages that cannot be traced or accounted

for are to be tolerated and that such settlements may
be proven before juries. This at once places upon the
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Government an unsupportable burden of proof. The

Government in the present case as in all such cases

must either have submitted to a verdict of acquittal

or have assumed a task of rebuttal here shown by the

evidence to be impossible of accomplishment and

admitted by plaintiff in error to be such.

Another quotation from the Goodridge case is of

general applicability to the present:

There is no doubt of the general proposi-

tion that the release of an unliquidated claim

for damages is a good consideration for a

promise, as between the parties, and if no one

else were interested in the transaction that

rule might apply here; but the legislature,

upon grounds of public policy, and for the

protection of third parties, had made certain

requirements with regard to equality of rates,

which in their practical application would

be rendered nugatory, if this rule were given

full effect. For this reason we think the rail-

road company is in error in its assumption

that " if, in the honest judgment of the officers

of the defendant company, who made the

contract, the considerations which entered into

it, and upon which alone it was made were

sufficient to warrant the company to pay
back to the Marshall Company forty cents per

ton for each ton it shipped for five years, that

is enough." This is but a restatement in

different language of a comment made by the

court below in its opinion, that " the whole

answer amounts only to this: That the Mar-

shall Company is allowed less rates than other
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tions which are satisfactory to defendant; and

it is obvious that this is no answer to a com-

plaint of unlawful discrimination."

This should dispose of all the arguments and

citations of counsel bearing upon the inter se rights,

duties, and liabilities of consignors, consignees, and

carriers. What have we to do with the question,

for instance, whether, as between the parties, loss of

or injury to goods in transit may be deducted from

the freight charge, and whether the party may offset

it or bring a separate action for damages. All this

leaves out of consideration the changes ^\Tought by

the enactment of the interstate commerce laws,

including the Elkins Act. It was the very purpose

of these laws to make new rules for doing interstate

commerce business, to change methods of contract-

ing and discharging contractural obligations, and to

uproot raih-oad practices of long standing, some of

which were very convenient and salutary'- when not

made a cloak for abuses.

In the com'se of a concurring opinion in C. & A.

R. R. V. IJ. S., (156 Fed. R., 558) discussing the policy

of this law and the exactness of compliance with its

provisions required. Judge Grosscup said that to se-

cure equality among shippers " the law commands

not only that the rates shall be equal, but that they

shall be fixed and certain—subject to no addition or

diminution against or in favor of any one—so fixed

and certain that any shipper can with his head and a

pencil figure oat from the tariff sheets just what the
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rate is, both for himself and for his competitors."

No reasonable mind can doubt the soundness of this

test, or that public policy demands the enforcement

of the law in conformity to it. So accepting it, we

may well ask, How could other dealers in lime at Los

Angeles or elsewhere in southern California figure out

with head and pencil, or otherwise, in advance or

afterwards, the favor shown Schirm in the matter of

rates, as here shown?

It can not be challenged that the whole

purpose of the act * * * was to secure

equality of rates * * * and destroy fa-

voritism * * * by prohibiting secret de-

partures from such tariffs * * * ^Yhe

all-embracing prohibition against * * *

charging less than the published rates shows

the purpose ***-if***a carrier

is endowed with the power of disregarding the

published rate, it becomes apparent that the

carrier possesses the right to treat the owners

of like commodities by entirely different rules.

(Armour case, 209 U. S., 56.)

The argument (p. 122) that the Government was

required to show some ''undue" discrimination or

"undue" advantage is but another way of advanc-

ing the contention made in the Vacuum Oil case

(158 Fed., 540), where the shipper attempted to

claim his acceptance of a lower rate to have been

proper because the lawful rate was ''unreasonable

and unjust," and the court said:

The shipper must obey the provisions relat-

ing to the payment of transportation charges
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that have been scheduled and filed, and he

can not be heard to exclaim in a criminal trial

against him for violation of the act that the

lawful rate fixed by the carriers was extor-

tionate and unreasonable, and therefore the

lower freight charge was lawful.

The Graf case (208 U. S., 198), as it is presented by

skillful counsel in the carrier's brief, is claimed to

give some color to its contention. But when analyzed,

and the statute there involved, as well as the history

of the case, are examined, it is seen that it can be

clearly differentiated from the present case. Not

only so, but the very process of differentiation shows

the fallacy of their reasoning, while strengthening the

conclusions and rulings of the District Court herein.

The form and wording of the statute (see 208 U. S.,

200-1 margin) are different from that penalizing con-

cessions, etc., in the Elkins Act, and there are in it

no words corresponding with "by any device what-

ever."

In the Graf case the information after amendment,

and as it came to the Supreme Court, set forth the

facts fully. The Supreme Court held that it stated

no case against the accused.

But the court did not by any means hold good

faith or innocent intent material, but quite the con-

trary. The court held simply that the facts consti-

tuting the case did not constitute things forbidden

by the statute. There is not a word in the opinion

that gives countenance to the claim that the facts

here alleged and proven do not constitute an offense
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under the clause in question of the Elkins Act, or

is in conflict with the views of the same court in the

Armour case. In fact, the court took care to restate

the general principle appUcable to such cases.

We may easily suppose a little addition or adden-

dum to the present case which, if true, would bring it

within the decision in the Graf case. If Schirm had

in any instance on some account acquired a cash

credit with the companj^ to the amount of the differ-

ence between $70 and the amount paid by him, and

there had been a settlement of the credit with the

difference, there would have been a harmless ingredi-

ent entering into the settlement, corresponding to the

caramels and burnt sugar put in the barrel b}^ the

Graf Company.

In the instances here involved the tariff provided

that the rate of freight for transportation of bulk

lime from Nelson, Ariz., to Barstow and points south

in southern California, should be ''three hundred

and fifty cents per ton of 2,000 pounds, applicable to

carload lots of not less than 40,000 pounds." It is

well to observe that the medium fixed for the pay-

ment of freight is money—three hundred and ffty

cents per ton

—

not wheat, potatoes, coal, road ballast,

services, lime, or unliquidated claims, hut laivful money

of the United States.

Any such construction of the Elkins Act as is con-

tended for would have the effect to narrow and

weaken, rather than to broaden and strengthen, the

provisions of the interstate commerce acts as they
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stood at the time of its enactment; to emasculate,

rather than to make effective, the efforts of Congress

to regulate interstate commerce; to nulHfy the com-

mand that the estabUshed rates be strictly adhered to

and not departed from; to read out of the law the

words "rebates" and "concessions" and to read into

it the qualifications that discriminations are not to be

affected thereby unless unreasonable, nor advantages

to be condemned unless undue.

ALLEGED ERROR IN ADMITTING EVIDENCE OF OTHER
OFFENSES.

The fourth point upon which argument is made

reads thus:

It was prejudicial error for the court to admit evi-

dence tending to show the commission by the defend-

ant of other offenses than those for which it was on

trial.

The first matter to be considered by the court here-

under is the showing made by the record.

As will be observed in the record, Gregson, chief

clerk to general freight agent, was called by the Gov-

ernment, and the direct inquiry limited to identifying

the letter of December 12, 1905 (Tr. p. 331) ; on cross-

examination he stated that said letter had nothing to

do with any of the transactions mentioned in the

indictment (Tr. p. 332) ; his reexamination showed the

latter statement to be incorrect (Tr. p. 332), and then,

to show systematic conduct in line with the state-

ment contained in the letter of December 12, 1905,

he was examined as to various marks and initials
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appearing on the railroad papers received in evi-

dence—particularly those marks indicating the reason

and authority in a series of instances for the collec-

tion of freight at other than the tariff rate; and in the

course of such examination said that the collection

of the reduced amounts was in compromise of claims

for alleged loss of lime in transit, based upon the

above-mentioned contention that a greater amount of

lime had been loaded than was delivered, and that he

had no means of disputing such contention.

Thereupon the Government, to contradict that

statement, proved—(a) the letters (pp. 333, 334,

and 335) in which he instructed the carrier's agent to

protect actual weight on lime shipment, with no sug-

gestion as to loss in transit or any inquiry in regard

thereto; (b) the carrier's course of business, in keep-

ing claims for loss of property in transit and claims

for overcharges of freight entirely separate and dis-

tinct (p. 347); and the ten so-called ''claim papers"

which showed upon their face that they related to

shipments of ten separate carload lots of lime ex-

actly similar in all respects to those described in the

indictment, each of which carload lots contained less

than the minimum quantity of 40,000 pounds, and

as to each of which $70, the lawful amount of freight,

was collected and a claim presented and paid for the

difference between that sum and a sum ascertained

by multiplying $3.50 by the number of tons of lime

actually in the car, said claim being designated

"overcharge claim No. ," and the papers

67177—09 6
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inclosed with whicli, in addition to the usual ship-

ping order containing the reservation " weight sub-

ject to correction" and way-bill stating that the lime

was not weighed, included

—

(1) Bill of the consignee for " overcharge in weight

on lime" (p. 361).

(2) Inquiry from auditor to station agent as to

loading of car and reply that weight was estimated

(pp. 366-368).

(3) Inquiry by auditor to freight agent asking why

he was asked to disregard the tariff and protect

actual weight, and the latter's response simply direct-

ing the violation of the tariff.

(4) Check issued in payment of the claim desig-

nating it as "auditor's freight claim."

All these ten sets of papers were substantially

alike and tended to directly contradict the witness;

and each, taken as a whole, is entirely inconsistent

with and contradictory of his statement that the con-

cessions complained of were due to claims for loss of

lime. Were it true that the concessions of the differ-

ence between the tariff rate and the several amounts

collected were due to allowances for such losses,

that fact would have appeared on the face of these

papers. Instead of being treated and designated as

"overcharge claims," they would have been marked

and investigated as "loss and damage" claims (p.

401); the order would not have been to refund

enough of the freight paid to " protect actual weight,"

but to pay, as damages, for so much lime lost at so

much per ton, there would have been no reference to
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the new tariff reducing the minimum tariff weight

from 40,000 pounds back to 30,000 pounds, because

a claim for loss would have nothing whatever to do

with the minimum; and this reference to the new

minimum of 30,000 pounds strongly supports the

Government's theory that the carrier was, as stated

in the letter of December 12, 1905, " protecting actual

weight, minimum 30,000 pounds," without changing

the published minimum.

They were further contradictory in that they

showed conclusively the falsity of the witness' state-

ment that he had no means of controverting the

alleged claim that 40,000 pounds had been loaded at

Nelson, and his further statement that the method

of loading at that place was accurate (see endorse-

ments on exhibits hereinafter referred to)

.

The way carrier's counsel treat this point (error in

admitting evidence) is unique. After stating the

point, with references to the record, they say flatly:

" There is no rule under which the matter was admis-

sible and there can be no question that the admission

of it was highly prejudicial to the defendant"

(p. 139).

Not a line of argument is offered in support of the

proposition denying the existence of any rule for its

admission. The other proposition contained in the

above excerpt is argued exclusively from the stand-

point of general principles without even an attempted

application of them to this case.

Objecting to the evidence on the ground that it did

not tend to contradict the witness Gregson was an
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admission that the evidence was admissible if it did

tend to contradict him, and that the prosecution had

the right to contradict him.

There were at least two grounds of admissibility:

(1) Gregson had given testimony tending to nega-

tive the basic theory of the prosecution, and the

prosecution had the right to contradict him, and (2)

the Government had the right to introduce other evi-

dence tending to make out its case, whether it con-

tradicted the witness or not.

The fact that these exhibits might, and probably

would, constitute partial proof of other criminal

transactions was not shown by the United States

attorney at all, but was the result of the voluntary

and needless act of counsel for the carrier (375).

And, by specifying as an objection that the evi-

dence ''did not tend to impeach or contradict the

witness on the stand," counsel admitted that if

it did tend to impeach or contradict him it was

admissible, and waived all objection, by not making

any, in case there was any other ground upon which

it was proper to be admitted.

It is true that the objection was made that the

evidence was not connected with any charge contained

in the indictment under which the defendant was on

trial; but that was only equivalent to the general

objection of irrelevancy.

There is no showing in the record that the Govern-

ment was asked to state the purpose of introducing

the evidence; therefore the Government is not here

limited to showing that it was admissible to impeach
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or contradict the witness, but it may show that it was

admissible for that purpose, or upon any other legal

ground.

We will then first undertake to furnish the basis for

an affirmative answer to the question:

Was there any ground upon which the evidence

could be admitted?

1. The evidence tended to contradict the witness

Gregson. This is so conclusively shown by the

part of the record above that we do not care to

add anything to the showing there made.

2. The evidence tended to prove the offense

charged by showing a design or system.

The subject of admissibility of evidence of other

offenses to prove design or system is fully treated in

Wigmore on Evidence (sec. 300 et seq.), where many

cases are cited. True, as shown by the author,

such evidence is often admitted to show knowledge

or guilty intent; but it is also admissible cumula-

tively where it helps to prove the body of the crime.

As the author just named says (vol. 1, p. 388)

:

Thus the peculiarity of design is that the

act is not assumed to be proved, and the de-

sign is used evidentially to show its probable

commission. It is obvious that something

more definite and positive is here involved than

in the case of intent. In proving intent, the

act is conceded or assumed; what is sought is

the state of mind that accompanied it. In

proving design, the act is still undetermined,

and the proof is of a working plan operating

towards the future with such force as to ren-
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der probable both the act and the accompa-

nying state of mind. The intent is a mere

appendage of the act; the design is a force

producing the act as a result.

In Commonwealth v. Robinson (146 Mass., 571,

16 N. E. Rep., 452) the court said:

In the case of acts or crimes which are

shown to have been committed as part of the

same common purpose or in pursuance of it,

in such cases there is a distinct and probative

effect resulting from the continuance of the

same plan or scheme and from the doing of

other acts in pursuance thereof. * * * it

is sometimes said that such evidence may be

introduced where the several crimes form part

of one entu'e transaction; but it is perhaps

better to say where they have some connec-

tion with each other, as part of the same plan

or introduced by the same motive.

Counsel for the carrier emphasize the serious re-

sults of permitting evidence of other offenses to go to

juries. That it is often an error of gravity we do not

dispute. It depends, however, much upon the nature

of the case. But no part of such discussion is en-

titled to consideration where the evidence is relevant.

If relevant, the criminality of other acts thus offered

does not affect their admissibility. (Wigmore on

Evidence, sec. 305.)

The whole subject is ably discussed by Mr. Wig-

more in his great work on Evidence, at section 216,

where, speaking of the futile persistency shown by

members of the bar in seeking to establish an excep-
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tion to the general rule of evidence based upon preju-

dice and unfair surprise, says:

It may be additionally noted that the chief

reason for the character-rule, namely, the doc-

trine of unfair surprise (ante, sec. 194; post,

sec. 1849), does not, after all, apply here; for

it is plain that this class of facts does not range

over the whole scope of the defendant's life (as

character-evidence of particular misconduct

would), but bears only on the immediate ante-

cedents and concomitants in time of the act

charged—plan, knowledge, motive, intent, and

the like ; and there is thus ample warning be-

forehand of this scope of the inquiiy. The

argument of surprise has never been thought

to have any bearing on any part of the evi-

dence dealing with these common ingredients

of the proof of any and every act.

This much attention to the suggested excep-

tion is called for, because the effort to secure it

and the inclination to ask for it seems to be so

persistent and so common at the bar, and not

because its validity has ever been recognized or

implied. On the contrary, no fallacy has been

more frequently or more distinctly struck at by

denial, by argument, by explanation, on the

part of the courts. It has been rebuffed, re-

buked, repudiated, discredited, denounced, so

often that it ought by this time to have been

abandoned forever.*****
If there is any other material or evidential

proposition for which it is relevant, and if it is

offered for that purpose, it is receivable, and
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its quality as misconduct or crime does not

stand in the way. The persistency of this

fallacy, and its utter lack of foundation, make
it worth while to exhibit fully, from the utter-

ances of the judges, their constant repudiation

of the notion that the criminality of conduct

offered for some relevant purpose is any objec-

tion to its reception.

He then cites and quotes from many courts and

judges whose utterances are in full accord with his

text. Among these is the following by Chief Justice

Beatty in People v. Walters (98 Cal., 138, 141), and

again in People v. Tucker (104 Cal., 440, 442), as

follows

:

It is true that in trying a person charged

with one offence it is ordinarily inadmissible

to offer proof of another and distinct offence;

but this is only because the proof of a distinct

offence has ordinarily no tendenc}^ to estab-

Ush the offence charged. But whenever the

case is such that proof of one crime tends to

prove any fact material in the trial of another,

such proof is admissible; and the fact that it

may tend to prejudice the defendant in the

minds of the jurors is no ground for its exclu-

sion. * * * When such evidence is offered,

the same considerations arise as upon the offer

of other testimony: Is the evidence relevant

and competent? Does it tend to prove any

fact mxaterial to the issues?

From Austin v. State (14 Ark., 559)

:

It is certainly true as a general rule, both in

civil and criminal cases, that the evidence
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must be confined to the point in issue; and in

criminal cases there is perhaps a greater

necessity, if possible, than in civil proceedings

to enforce the rule. But in neither class of

cases does this rule exclude all evidence that

does not bear directly upon the issue ; on the

contrary, all evidence is admissible which tends

to prove it, and no facts are forbidden to be

shown except such as are incapable of afford-

ing any reasonable presumption or inference

in elucidation of the matters involved in

the issue.

And from Chief Justice Gushing in State v. Lapage

(57 N. H., 288), as follows:

I think we may assume, in the outset, that

it is not the quality of an action, as good or

bad, as unlawful or lawful, as criminal or

otherwise, which is to determine its relevancy.

I take it to be generally true that any act of

the prisoner may be put in evidence against

him, provided it has any logical and legal

tendency to prove any matter which is in

issue between him^ and the State, notwith-

standing it might have an indirect bearing,

which in strictness it ought not to have, upon
some other matter in issue.

In People v. Frank (28 Cal., 507, 515), it was held

that the fact that an indictment is pending on the

other charge is immaterial.

Nor is it at all important whether the other offenses,

proof of which is offered, were prior to or subsequent

to that for which the accused is on trial. The attempt

to establish a distinction once made in England failed
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and never received any support in this country.

(Wigmore on Ev., sec. 316; People v. Frank, 28 Cal.,

507, 515.)

Nor is the length of time over which the search for

evidential instances determinable by any fixed rule.

The precedents illustrate various lengths of time.

The discretion of the trial court should here control.

(Wigmore on Ev., sec. 316; Rex v. Whiley (2 Leach

(4th ed.) 985, 986); Rex v. Hough (R. & R., 120);

Rex V. Ball (R. & R., 132); 1 Campbell, 324; Rex v.

Millard (R. & R., 245) ; State v. Smith (5 Day (Conn.)

175) ; Stalker v. State (9 Conn. 341) ; People v. Frank

(28 Cal., 507).

Among the many uses or instances of admissibility

noted by Wigmore (sec. 377) is that of other contracts

with the same person to show either the making in

general or the specific terms of the contract in ques-

tion, the other instances being so connected as to

indicate a general plan or habit of which they were

merely parts or illustrations. Here we have an addi-

tional standpoint from which to urge the admissibility

of the evidence.

Among the numerous illustrations, American and

English, given by the author, is the case of Bourne v.

Gatlif (11 CI. and F. 45, 49, 70). The defendant, a

sea carrier, claimed the right to deliver goods immedi-

ately on the wharf without further responsibility ; the

fact was received from the consignor, of former bills

of freight and lading and of the mode of other deliv-

eries, in consignments between the same countries.
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Lyndhurst, L. C, in passing upon the point of admissi-

bility of the evidence said:

That evidence was offered * * * to

explain the meaning of the contract by show-

ing what had been the meaning of the parties.

It is said that the evidence offered was that of

instances of individual contracts. Be it so;

that does not render the evidence the less

admissible; it may be open to observation on

that ground, but it is not inadmissible.

Not only was there no surprise in this case, but the

carrier's attorney seems to have industriously ar-

ranged the record as to exclude any possible inference

of surprise.

With one more quotation from Wigmore we end

the discussion on this point. At section 305 he uses

the following language peculiarly applicable here:

The legal objection of unfair surprise, so far

as it is ever recognized, is not founded on the

notion that the opponent was not in fact antici-

pating this specific evidence (post, sees. 1845,

1849), but on the notion that he could not by
possibility have anticipated evidence which

might easily be fabricated beyond detection;

and the objection is recognized as having force

only when the evidence offered is of a class

capable of involving the entire range of the

person's life. Evidence tending to show, not

the defendant's entire career, but his specific

knowledge, motive, design, and the other

immediate matters leading up to and succeed-

ing the crime, is of a class always to be antici-

pated and is in each given instance rarely a

surprise; moreover, the kernel of the objection

of unfair surprise, namely, the impossibility
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of exposing the fabricated evidence, is wanting

where the evidence deals with matters so

closely connected with a crime as designed,

motive and the like.

ALLEGED EBROB IN INSTRUCTING THAT INTENT WAS
IMMATERIAL.

The fifth alleged error assigned and argued is

stated in these words:

In refusing defendant's request No. 5 and

instructing the jury that it need not inquire or

determine whether the defendant intended to

violate the law, because "such intention or

lack thereof on its part is entirely immaterial,"

the trial court committed prejudicial error.

The instruction here referred to can not be fairly

considered by merely reading the segregated part

contained above. It appears in full at page 493 of

the transcript.

The sixth alleged error assigned and argued is

stated thus:

In refusing instruction No. 2 requested by
the defendant, that discrimination which is of

the essence of crime under the law was not

charged, but only a deviation from the tariff,

the court withheld from the jury the real

attempted charge against the defendant, which

was a willful deviation from its tariff. Instead,

thereof, the court erroneously presented to the

consideration of the jury a question of the

granting of a concession, which the indict-

ment did not charge.

This is fully covered under previous heads, and we

will add nothing thereto.
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ALLEGED ERROR IN OTHER INSTRUCTIONS.

We think we maj'^ say, generally, that unless preju-

dicial error was committed in some matter other than

the giving or refusal of instructions, there was none in

gi\dng or refusing any instruction. And though it

seems almost superfluous to add more, we will make

brief comment upon said other assignments than the

two just noticed, seriatim.

Assignment No. 8 relates to the taking of evidence

of the alleged compromise from the jury, the order

withdrawing it being made the subject of assignment

No. 7, which we have previously discussed. It is

obvious that either both exceptions are well taken or

neither is.

Assignment No. 9 is based on a refusal to give an

instruction asked, on the theory that the carrier could

only be convicted of a ''wilful" departure from the

tariff, was properly refused, unless the prosecution was

a misconception throughout, and we do not think that

the court will come to a conclusion that it was.

Exactly the same remark is apphcable to assign-

ment No. 10.

Assignment No. 11 is based upon a refusal of the

court to give an instruction, of which the same may be

said as of the two preceding. It also challenges the

sufficiency of the indictment, as to which we do not

care to add to what we have said already.

Assignment No. 12, based upon a refusal to in-

struct, appears to be aimless and pointless, unless it

is the intention of counsel to insist that the carrier

could avail itself of its own failure to obey the law
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in the matter of publishing the tariff sheets. As to

that we merely cite the case of Texas, etc., Co. v.

Cisco MM (204 U. S., 449, 451-453). If it is in-

tended thereby to assert that the tariff was not

filed, we simply refer for a refutation to the record.

We make the same response to assignment No.

13, also based upon a refusal to instruct, as to No. 12.

Assignment No. 14 is based upon refusal to give

an instruction which could have had no warrant

unless the court had denied the motion to strike out

the evidence offered to prove a compromise, which

assignment (No. 7) has been already fully discussed.

Assignment No. 15, based upon an instruction

given, like some of the others, goes to the gist of the

whole case. We could not, if we deemed it neces-

sary, add to what we have already advanced. About

all the law in the case is involved in the instruction

here excepted to.

As to assignment No. 16, also based upon an in-

struction given, it would be difficult to see how the

court could have more closety followed the law.

As to assignment No. 17 (carrier's brief, p. 142 et

seq.), the instruction is criticised as an abstraction

and without reference to the case or the facts in evi-

dence. Of course the instruction is to be construed

as if it began "Upon the facts established by the

evidence and admissions in this case, 'You are

further instructed,'" etc. To support the conten-

tion that it was erroneous in any respect it would

be necessary to show that there was evidence of

mistake or ignorance of fact. Otherwise, it is irrel-
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evant and wide of the mark to say: "That instruc-

tion would penalize the defendant for a mathematical

error," etc.

ALLEGED EXCESSIVE PUNISHMENT.

As a seventh ground of assignment and argument

counsel for the carrier state that:

The fines imposed are excessive and were

levied in contravention of the Constitution, so

that the judgment is invalid and erroneous.

We come now to the last assignment argued by

counsel for the carrier; and, though it appears almost

superfluous, we call attention to the fact that no

evidence in mitigation was offered.

Under the circumstances a penalty of but one-

fourth the maximum was not excessive.

It was for Congress, in the light of the purpose

sought to be accomplished, to fix the penalty. It was

for the courts, as those convicted thereof were

presented for judgment, accepting the legislative

extremes, to fix the amount at some point between

the two which would measiu-e the degree of aggrava-

tion of the offense. (See Southern Express Co. v.

Walker, 92 Va., 59 to 66; Jackson v. United States,

102 Fed., 473 to 487; Ex parte Barclay, 153 Fed., 669.)

It is one of the commonest experiences of those

connected with the prosecution of crime to/yobserve

that the criminal who comes into court and volun-

tarily confesses his guilt is accorded much more

favorable consideration than the one who resists to

the uttermost.
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The punishment inflicted in this case may seem

severe; but Congress in prescribing the maximum
and minimum intended that the evil practices should

be terminated at all hazards. It was realized that

not all violations could be detected, but that when

cases were by official diligence and alertness made

out, examples should be made of them which should

have a deterrent effect. No one takes pleasure in

the discomfiture of the carrier in this case ; at any rate

no one connected with the prosecution. But the

court may well consider that it was almost by chance

that these violations were discovered by the grand

jury, and that but for such discovery the practice by

which valuable concessions M^ere being granted to

Schirm and the Lime Company might have continued

indefinitely, and other practices equally discrimina-

tory and prejudicial to others might have been

inaugurated and continued, and thus all the beneficial

purposes of the statute thwarted.
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